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Shellac Record & Mechanical Music

13.
12-inch records, 130, classical and
general, in 2 racks £20-40

1.
7-inch Berliner records, E7708
Bagpipe, 10.6.98; E553 Trocadero Orchestra,
They Always Follow Me, 9.26.98 (2) £30-50

26.
12-inch records, 260, mixed content,
in 4 racks and an album (5) £20-40
27.
10-inch records, band etc, 153,
mixed content, in five carriers (5) £20-30

2.
7-inch Berliner record, 4079 Betty
Cranston and Scott Russell, The Moon has
raised, 21.12.00 £30-40

28.
12-inch records, 119, band and light
classical, G & T onwards, in 2 racks £20-30
29.
12-inch records, 125, mixed content,
in 2 racks £20-30
14.
Edison Diamond Discs, thirty-nine,
mainly dance, by Kaplan’s Melodists, Georgia
Melodians, Lanin’s Orchestra, Broadway
Dance Orchestra etc. (39) £40-60
15.
Edison Diamond Discs, Thirty-nine,
mainly dance, by Jaudas, Raderman, Club de
Vingt etc. (39) £40-60

3.
7-inch Berliner records, 595
Trocadero Orch, Espana; 4804 violin, Hearts &
Flowers, n.d.; 1766 Steve Porter, hymn, New
York Aug. 13 1897 (3) £60-90
4.
7-inch Zonophone records, five,
green label, by Alf Gordon (2), Chas. Holland,
Hamilton Hill, Walter Miller (5) £20-30
5.
7-inch Nicole records, s/s: 4118,
4120, 4122, 4123 A Country Girl Quadrille;
D141 Church Chimes (red label, s/s); 3343
mandolin solo; and 4577/4563 Complimentary
Sample (8) £20-30

30.
12-inch records, 180, mixed content,
G & T onwards, in 3 racks £20-40
31.
8-inch records, 149, Broadcast,
Radio and Eclipse; and 55 Victory and other
smaller records, and 15 Crown and Broadcast
9-inch records, in 2 carriers and 3 cartons (5)
£20-30

16.
Pathé records, seventy-eight, 8¼
inch, mainly band etc, including 25 vocal (76)
£20-40
17.
Pathé records, 11 ½ inch, mainly
military bands (38) £15-25
18.
Pathé records, sixty-four, mainly
vocal, 11 ½ inch, by Buckman, Sparkes, Foster,
Herwin, Huxley, Tree, Ben Davies and others
(64) £30-50

32.
14-inch Pathé discs, forteen
orchestral, in good condition, most in original
covers (14) £30-50
33.
14-inch Pathé discs, eleven, vocal,
by Noté (P.2109), Sammarco (86046/7,
86399/86403), Giorgini (86252/8, 86255/6),
Scampini (84145/6), Belhomme et al
(836/4461), de Promo (86311/2) and Herwin
(79855/6, 92100/3) in good condition, most
in original covers (11) £50-70

6.
7-inch & 7½-inch records, G & T
2-2346 Suravitch, the Colleen Bawn; Odeon
3402/4, Simiane, Mignon/La Favorite (2)
£10-20
7.
7-inch records, five G & T, bands (5)
£20-30
19.
Edison Diamond Discs, electric
80898-90, Schubert Trio in B flat; 8085-6,
Schumann Quintet in B flat, in Eastlight album
£30-50

34.
14-inch Pathé disc, 84004/6 Caruso,
E lucean / Qui sotto il ciel (condition good in
original cover) £30-50

20.
Edison Diamond Discs, electric
80991-2, Dvorak quartet in F Major; 80903-4
Haydn Quartet in C Major; 52231, 52456, in
Eastlight album £20-40

8.
7-inch records, Berliner E6002
Spring Song, Clarionet, 8.8.98; and 135
Lohengrin Prelude, band, 18.2.01 (2) £40-60

21.
Edison Diamond Discs, electric:
twelve, mixed content, in 2 Eastlight albums
(2) £20-40

9.
Edison Diamond Discs, thirty-seven,
of mixed content £20-40

22.
Edison Diamond Discs, ten piano, by
Rachmaninov, Benoist, Dawn, Steeb, Schmitz
and Valderrama, in 2 Eastlight albums (2)
£20-40

10.
10-inch records, 160 band, popular
and dance, acoustic and electric, in 2 racks
£20-40

23.
Edison Diamond Discs, Violin, by
Spalding, Prihoda and others, in 2 Eastlight
albums (2) £20-40

11.
9-inch and 10-inch records band
etc, G & T on, but mainly electric £20-40

24.
Edison Diamond Discs, thirty-six, of
mixed content, in 2 carriers (2) £20-40

12.
10-inch records, 166, band and
popular, acoustic and electric, in 2 racks
£20-40

25.
10-inch records, 165, bands etc, in 3
racks (3) £15-25
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35.
Edison Diamond Disc, First Long
playing 12-inch, sample, Beethoven Fifth
Symphony (cond. Sodero), 12025-6, the title
typed on conventional black and white label
-- good condition, a few very light scrs, edge
untrimmed £100-200
36.
Edison Diamond Discs, Long Playing:
12-inch 3004 Wagner / Casse-noisette; 3006
violin recital (Carl Flesch), in orignal covers (2)
£30-40
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37.
Edison Diamond Discs, Long Playing:
10-inch 1001 Carmen / Aida; 1004, Spalding
and ensembles, in original covers (2) £20-40

48.
Berliner record, 7-inch, Musical
Avolos, Valse Espagnole, 4.5.99 £30-40

38.
Label records, 10-inch: eighteen,
by Aretino, Busy Bee, Goodson, Boots,
Filmophone and similar, Nicole, Artiphon, Rex
(U.S.) and Voix de l’Orient; and five greeting
card records (23) £10-20
39.
Marathon records, 10-inch: ten
vocal, by Robert Howe (4), Robert Carr,
Ceredig Walters, Vera Moore and others, 5 in
original covers (10) £40-60
40.
Four-minute phonograph cylinders,
Approximately sixty Blue Amberols £50-70
41.
Two-minute phonograph cylinders,
fifty-four Edison Bell, in a skip £50-80

49.
A horn gramophone, with oak case,
machine carved mouldings, Heart soundbox
on gooseneck tone-arm and (repainted) pastel
green horn (working but motor noisy)
£150-200
50.
A table grand gramophone, HMV
Model 103, in oak case with No. 4 soundbox,
1927 (working order, good condition) £40-60
51.
A portable gramophone, HMV
model 101J, with No. 4 soundbox, in black
case (in good condition, but motor speed
uneven); and two Bush reproduction portable
radios(one lacking aerial) (3) £50-70

55.
Musicians’ autographs, in four
albums, including Ivor Newton, Gigli, Eileen
Joyce, Imogen Holst, Irene Scharrer, Edmund
Rubbra, Leon Goossens, Marie Goosens,
various chamber music groups, Beecham,
Thurston Dart, Rachmaninoff, de Greef,
Kubelik, Backhaus, Menuhin and many others,
from 1909 but mainly 1947-50; and Kipling,
‘Barrack Room Ballads’, with inscription dated
1898 (5) £100-150
56.
A Dulcitone, No. 3664, with fiveoctave keyboard playing on steel ‘tuning forks’,
in oak case with folding twist-turned legs -- 38
1/2 in. wide £40-60
57.
An American Orguinette, the 14note organette in gilt-stencilled walnut case
(no rolls, crank knob missing £70-100

42.
Four-minute phonograph cylinders,
Blue Amberols: 114 £80-120
43.
Two-minute phonograph cylinders,
approximately sixty ; a small quantity of
cartons; and six Dictaphone cylinders, in 3
containers £40-60
44.
Phonograph cylinders, two-minute:
thirty-nine, mainly Columbia; and ten Blue
Amberols (49) £40-70
45.
Two-minute phonograph cylinders,
two-minute: forty-eight £50-70

52.
A portable gramophone,
Dulcephone Decca, early model with rear
carrying handle, Dulcephone New Crescendo
soundbox andbrown Fibrocite case (defect in
motor, lid hinge and chain stays, otherwise
good condition) £40-60
53.
A table grand gramophone,
Cliftophone, with Cliftophone soundbox
(stylus bar defective), working Garrard motor
and oak case with Cliftophone transfer and
Chappell Piano Co. plaque £30-50

46.
Four-minute phonograph cylinders,
Blue Amberols: seventy-eight, 23,000 and
others £80-120
47.
12-inch records, music hall: fiftyeight, by Will Hay, Albert Chevalier, Vernon
Watson, John Tilley, Margaret Cooper, Shirley
Kellogg, Tom Clare, Mark Sheridan, George
Robey, Harry Tate, Billy Williams, Dan Leno
and others, in six cartons £40-60

54.
Two Columbia gramophones, a
117A table grand and a 123A bijou cabinet,
both with No 9 soundbox, Plano-Relfex tonearm and bifurcated horn, in light oak cases
(both stripped and re-varnished, transfers
lost, but with Edinburgh and Glasgow dealer’s
plaques; 123A has shortened legs, now 28 in
high, and defective mainspring; 117A works,
only one winder present) £30-50

58.
A lever-wind musical box, playing
six airs, in grained case with inlaid lid (inlay
defective, lacking tune-sheet, control levers
and dividers, but in working order) £200-300
Cigarette & Trade Cards
59.
Trade Cards, a large collection of
various manufacturers, to include R & J Hill,
Hornimans, Mobil, Domino, Panini, Wix & Son
and many more (9 folders) £50-100

60.
Trade Cards, an assortment
of subject matters from various makers,
including Walls, Primrose Confectionery,
Liebig, Cooper’s Tea, De Reszke, Brooke Bond,
Typhoo and many more (12 folders) £70-100

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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61.
Cigarette Cards, Will, a quantity of
various sets, part sets and odds, to include
Flag Girls of the Nation, Overseas Dominions
Canada and Australia, Romance of the
Heavens, Animalloys, and more, with some
duplication (qty) £50-100

69.
Trade Cards, a large collection
of Sporting trade cards, including Olympic
Greats, Olympic Challenge 1992, Play Better
Soccer, Football Action, Football 1979-80 and
more (parcel) £50-100

62.
Cigarette Cards, mixed
manufacturers, including Lambert & Butler,
Carreras, Churchman and Godfrey Phillips,
various sets, part sets and odds, to include
The RAF at Work, Modern Wonders, Noble
MPs, Happy Families, Fortune Telling, School
Emblems and more (8 folders) £50-100

70.
Cigarette Cards, an extensive
collection of Gallaher sets and part sets, to
include Victoria Cross Heroes, 1st-8th series,
Famous Footballers, British Champions of
1923, Robinson Crusoe and many more (6
folders) £60-100

63.
Trade Cards, a large collection of
modern and older trade cards, including Star
Trek, Star Wars, Happy Days, Music Artist
related, Disney and many more (parcel)
£50-100
64.
Trade Cards, a quantity of various
manufacturers, to include Disney, Browne’s
Tea, Kanes Product Ltd, Brooke Bond, Senior
Service, B T Limited, Supercars and more
(parcel) £50-100

71.
Cigarette Cards, a quantity of Wills
sets and part sets, to include Racehorses
& Jockeys 1938, Railway Engines, Physical
Culture, Public Schools, Rugby Internationals,
Speed and many more (6 folders) £50-100
72.
Trade Cards, a collection of overseas
Liebig cards, all large sized, various subject
matter (6 folders) £40-60

68.
Cigarette Cards, Player’s and
Ogdens, sets, part sets and duplicates,
comprising Pugilist’s in Action, Steeplechase
Riders and Owner’s Colours, Regimental
Standards and Cap Badges, War Decorations
and Medals, Footballers Caricatures by RIP,
Cricketers 1934, some duplication (parcel)
£50-100
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79.
Trade Cards, an assortment of trade
cards, together with a selection of Bubblegum
packs, covering various subject matters and
entertainment (7 folders) £50-100
80.
Cigarette Cards, Wills, a large
collection of sets, part sets and duplicates,
to include Roses, Ships Badges, Film Stars,
History of Naval Dress, Time and Money in
Different Countries, Irish Sportsman and many
more (9 folders) £60-100

82.
Cigarette and Trade Cards, a large
collection of Photographic cards, mainly
Senior Service, also included Carreras and
Godfrey Phillips (parcel) £50-100
73.
Cigarette Cards, a large collection
of sets and part sets, various manufacturers,
comprising Players, Wills, Mitchells, Ogdens,
and more (10 folders) £70-100

67.
Trade Cards, a quantity of assorted
sets and part sets, including Batman,
Campbells, Disney, Punch Lines, Coats of
Arms, Nature, and many more (parcel)
£50-100

78.
Trade Cards, a large collection of
various subject matters, to include nature,
animals, sport, technology, cartoons and more
(14 albums) £80-120

81.
Cigarette Cards, Player’s, an
assortment of sets, part sets and odds,
comprising Cricketers 1928, Footballers
1928, Military Motors, Military Uniforms of
the British Empire Overseas, and more, with
duplication (7 folders) £50-100

65.
Trade Cards, a mixed collection
of various items, including Elvis Bubblegum
cards, collector’s books, loose cards, odds,
reproduction Battle medals and more (qty)
£40-60

66.
Trade Cards, a large assortment of
various sets and part sets, including Brooke
Bond, Figurine Panini, German examples, Boys
Cinema, Lyons and more (qty) £50-100

77.
Collector’s Albums, a collection of
German and South African collector’s albums,
some having cards stuck down the others
without (qty) £40-60

83.
Trade Cards, a quantity of trade
cards and bubblegum packets, in folders and
loose, various makers and ages (parcel)
£50-100

74.
Trade Cards, an assortment of 20th
Century trade and tea cards, various makers,
to include Barratt & CO, Embassy, Lyons
Tea, Tom Thumb, Anglo Confectionary (The
Beatles),. Whitbread, Topps and many more
(10 folders) £60-100
75.
Cigarette Cards, a selection of
Players sets and part sets, to include Military
Headdress, Arms and Armour, Characters from
Dickens, Racing Caricatures, Those Pearls from
Heaven, and more, with duplication (7 folders)
£50-100
76.
Cigarette Cards, a large collection
of sets, part sets and odds, various makers,
including Players, Wills, Gallaher, Ogdens,
Churchman, Spotlight and many more (10
folders) £70-100

84.
Cigarette Cards, a collection of
various makers, overseas issues and reprints, comprising Ardarth, Lambert & Butler,
including various subject matter, sporting,
transport, animals, landmarks and more
(parcel) £50-100
85.
Cigarette Cards, a large collection
of various manufacturers, to include Players,
Wills, Ogdens, Wix & Son and many, covering
numerous subject matter, in folders and loose
(qty) £50-100
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86.
Cigarette Cards, Players, various
sets, part sets and odds, to include Famous
Inventions, Arms and Armour, Dreadnoughts
and many more, in albums, books and loose
(parcel) £50-100

93.
Cigarette Cards, a collection of sets,
part sets and odds, including Wills, Gallaher,
Godfrey Phillips and more, various conditions
(parcel) £50-100
94.
Cigarette Cards, a small collection
of loose cards, mainly Players and Gallaher, AF
(parcel) £30-50

87.
Cigarette Cards, Churchman’s, an
assortment of sets and part sets, comprising
Life in a liner, series of 12 and 25, ‘’Frisky’’,
Howlers, The Queen Mary, Sports and Games
in Many Lands, Kings of Speed and more, with
duplicates, Fair/gd some poor (5 Folders)
£50-100
88.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a large
collection of sets and part sets, to include
Victoria Cross, Army Life, Boy Scouts & Girl
Guides, Motor Cars, Dandies and more, plus
duplications, Fair/gd some poor (5 folders)
£50-100

95.
Cigarette Silks, a collection of mainly
Godfrey Philips BDV silks, including a single
County Cricket badge (Kent), Regimental
Colours & crests, Clan Tartans, Ceramic Art,
Football Colours, Heraldic Series, Towns &
City Arms and more, plus WWI silk postcards,
and a selection of cigarette and trade cards
(parcel) £40-60

89.
Cigarette Cards, five albums
containing various sets, part sets and odds,
from manufacturers, Ogdens, Churchmans,
Godfrey Phillips Ltd, Players and Wills (5
albums) £50-100

99.
Flags and American City Seals,
Turkish Macedonian Tobacco Co National Flags
M83 with 18 left or right hand variations and
American Tobacco City Seals M75/78 and 24
colour/print variations and 1 brand variation,
F-G £60-80

100.
American Tobacco Felt Blanket
Issues, Conventional Rug Designs S23 and 15
colour variations and M8 with two colour
variations, together with College Pennants S3,
M5, L2, F-G £80-100
101.
Silk Flag Issues and Benham’s Silk
Panel Postcards, Dominion Tobacco Miniature
Flags P12/16 and E6/14 together with World
War I slogan S C Julien Well Done Canada, J
Wix National Flags Set M83 with paper sleeves
and original album and Benham’s silk insert
postcards three sets of five, British Regiments,
Gallantry and Maritime England Year, F-G
£50-80
102.
American Tobacco Turkish Trophies
by Hamilton King, Bathing Girls G12 25-36,
1902, F-G £50-60

96.
American Tobacco Silks, two part
sets Indian Portraits Set A (mostly Tokio
Cigarettes, Sovereign Cigarettes (1) and Blank
(1), M48/50 together with Standard Bearers
(Spanish Titles) M43/50, F-G £80-120

90.
Cigarette Cards, Players, a quantity
of sets, part sets and duplicates, including RAF
Badges, Kings & Queens of England, Riders of
the World, Dandies, Football Caricatures by
RIP, Napoleon and many more (8 albums)
£60-100

97.
American Tobacco Silks, two part
sets Butterflies and Moths (various brands)
M22/25 and Flowers Set 3 (Nebo/Zira
Cigarettes), L51/54, F-G £60-80
103.
First World War Period Fund
Raising Lapel Badges and Labels, an unusual
collection fabric and paper, relating to
charitable appeals and fundraisers from the
first world war period including Help Russia,
YMCA, Motor Ambulance for Swindon, Help
Our Sailors, French Red Cross, Swindon
Victoria Hospital, Salvation Army, Frances Day,
Help Heroic Italy, Kitchener Memorial Fund,
Lord Roberts, Hut Day and others (90+) F-G
£60-80

91.
Cigarette Cards, A mixed
collection of various sets and part sets by
different manufacturers, including Phillips,
Churchmans, Ogdens, Turf, Lambert & Butler
etc, comprising sports, animals, nature and
more (7 albums) £60-100
92.
Cigarette Silks, two glazed displays
of silks, comprising Morris & Sons Birds and
Kensitas and more together with a framed set
of Players Derby and Grand National Winners,
plus a selection of sets in albums (parcel)
£50-100

98.
Beauties and Celebrity Silk Issues,
three part sets unknown Beauties possibly BAT
M22/25, Danckelman & Schraer (Uruguay)
Celebrities & National Rulers M62/80 one
caption variation and Turkish Macedonian
Tobacco World Celebrities & Film Stars
M45/47, F-G £80-100

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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Stamps & Postal Related
104.
First Day Covers and Postcards
including Aeronautical Examples, various
commonwealth first day covers including
1965 25th Anniversary Battle of Britain, 1969
Concorde examples (2), Churchill Centenary
(2) and other historical and transport related
covers and stamps (40), together with a
group of postcards B C Hucks Looping the
Loop at Bristol (RP), Russian Battle Bi-Plane,
Destruction of a Zeppelin, M Deutsch’s
Airship, ZR III and others (10 F-E, (50) £40-60
113.
A 2007 full gold sovereign
presentation cover, in folder with certificate
£200-300

119.
A collection of stamps and
postcards, with four albums of Royal Mail
PHQ postcards, other loose postcards, and
four albums of various stamps, and some
loose (parcel) £60-100
120.
A small collection of stamps,
together with FDC’s £30-50
121.
A collection of stamps and
FDC, mostly schoolboy albums and loose,
three albums of FDC’s, together with four
medallions and a pocket watch (parcel)
£100-150

105.
A collection of stamps and cigarette
cards, presented in nine small albums (9)
£50-80
106.
A collection of First Day Covers and
Coins, presented in a black wooden box
£40-60

114.
A Westminster Collection
presentation Penny Black and two Penny
Blue, penny black is an EF, in folder £50-100
115.
Eight Royal Mail Special Stamp sets,
from 1986 to 1993 £80-120

107.
A small collection of stamps,
presented in five albums £40-60
108.
A small collection of stamps,
presented in four albums, some 19th Century
represented £50-100

122.
A well presented collection of
British stamps, with two Penny Blacks, one
a HK, the other RI, with other Victorian and
Edwardian examples, through two modern
mint stamps (1) £150-200

116.
A presentation Penny Black, in
Westminster box, penny black is an EL, with
certificate £50-100

109.
A collection of stamps and FDC,
including The Trafalgar Bi-Centenary, other
albums, and loosed FDC’s £60-100
110.
A schoolboy stamp album, together
with three albums of cigarette cards £40-60
111.
Two Royal Air Force FDC albums,
the majority with signatures from the world of
Aviation, some unsigned £60-100
112.
Two albums of military medal First
Day Covers, each with a replica medal from
the 1840s onwards, together with an album
with coin FDC’s, for the Millenium Countdown,
and a tin with Kensitas Silks (parcel) £60-100
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123.
Three albums of interesting
stamps, one dedicated to the Antarctic and
Falkland Islands, another with Commonwealth
Countries and Islands, and one dedicated to
Greenland (3) £150-200

117.
A collection of stamps, including
the Official over printed stamps in folder, a 2
penny blue in folder, a 1976 Social Reformers
8 1/2p Perforation Shift Stamp Error in folder,
and eight coin FDC’s and a London 2012 stamp
sheet (parcel) £60-100
118.
A collection of stamps, presented
in several albums and loose in tins, with
Commonwealth and mostly British stamps (2
boxes) £100-200
124.
A collection of stamps, in five
albums and folders, also some loose, including
some FDC’s (parcel) £50-100
125.
A diverse collection of stamps, two
boxes with several schoolboy albums, and
many loose stamps in plastic bags (2 boxes)
£80-120
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126.
A collection of stamp collecting
accesories, and other items, including a Red
Devils signed t-shirt in frame, with several
empty small stock books, in two boxes
£50-80
127.
A very large collection of stamps,
including FDC’s and postcards in four boxes,
including many albums of FDC’s, photoalbums
with postcards, some vintage through to
modern, well worth a look through £300-500

132.
Postcards, loose, P2, RP - The White
Horse Fanny on the Hill pub, East Wickham,
Welling, Kent (1), RP The Bell pub, Homerton
(home of recipient) (3), RP Somersham,
Suffolk, including Post Office and King’s Head
pub (3), RP Offton, Suffolk (3), Green’s Real
Photographic commercial RP (11), RP Fortune
of War, Laindon, Essex (1), RP charabanc (1),
and others (10), with overseas plain back
panorama (1), F-G; with quantity various P2P4, blank invoices and photographs (a lot)
£50-80

Poscards & Ephemera
128.
Postcards, loose, P4 - blank cards
with British Empire Exhibition 1924 red
penny stamps and cancellations, each with
various World War One anti-German stickers
added, all addressed to Ashby W Warner, in
Homerton and Strand Palace Hotel, August
21 1924 (32), in Norton on Tees, September
11 1924 (5), July 28 1924 (1) and Stockton on
Tees (1), G (39) £50-80
129.
Postcards and other items, loose,
P3 - silks (6), RP German infantry resting (1),
others (5); circus and Chaplin (9); British India
(4); Valentine and RPS Bonzo (21); and others;
with various badges, medal and cigarette
cards; (a lot) £40-60

130.
Postcards, sentimental, some
P3/P4, most later, with family photographs
and portraits, including cartes de visites
and cabinets, mostly Keeley family, Pinner,
outfitters, withlarge embossed mourning card
for Clara Rigsby, died aged 8, at Frilsham,
1880, and autographs including Kenneth More
and Dennis Price, most facsimile or cut out (a
lot) £40-60

131.
Postcards, loose, P2, Oxfordshire
and Berkshire interest - RP, Benson, including
motorcycle outside grocers also selling petrol,
street scenes, hotels, ferry, drapers (9), RP
Ewelme (1), with various including Brightwell
Baldwin, Oxford, Watlington and Christmas
Common (25), G, most p.u. (35) RP, Ford
model T milk van, crowthrone (1)
£40-60

136.
Postcards, P2, British railways
overseas and locomotive exports - India, RP
accident at Dehra Dun near Mussorie, Sea
Post cancellations, October 1906, sent to
three brothers at school, one at Wellington
College, probably from Bernard Geidt, Indian
Civil Service justice department (3), RP various
trains (5), PP/coloured various trains (9), Egypt
and South Africa Oilettes (6), other countries
(4), Tuck PP Kerr Stuart ‘Famous Tank and
Tender Engines’ (11), G, one P £50-80
137.
Ephemera, Swiss Cantons Souvenir
Playing Cards, C L (Ludwig) Wüst, Frankfurt,
double-ended, French suits, circa 1870, 52/52,
F; and a British book of seals, military and
civilian, with bookplate of Arthur VaughanLee, circa 1880 £70-100
138.
Ephemera, ‘trade advertising’ scrap
album, folio, circa 1900, many chromolitho,
including Oakey’s, Churchman’s, Maypole
Soap, one folding, Van Houten’s Cocoa, Lux,
Liebig, Hudson’s Soap, Cherry Blossom,
Florador Food and Bird’s Egg Powder, pp 60
£100-150

133.
Postcards, loose, P4- RP
traction engine interest - men logging near
Crowthorne, Tasker engine, Hampshire
registration AA5200, Elliott & Sons, Faringdon,
with Fleet log trailer (1), Wallis & Steevens
engine, AA5907, E Johnson, Crowthorne (2
identical), F-G, all npu (3) PP Crowthorne
(3), RP (1), RP Bisley (2), RP Royal Earlswood
Hospital (1), P5 British POWs in Germany British burial parties and graves in snow at
Stalag VIIIB (Lamsdorf), 04/01/42, soldier
captured in Crete, with floral tributes (4), RP
portraits of soldiers, one German from VIIID
(4), RP German civilians with timber cart (1),
and other UK and European topographical
£80-120

139.
Ephemera, vellum mortgage
indentures and licences, including Oriel
College, 1861, Robert Stephens, Lechlade,
1746, Robert Clarke of Charney, 1717, John
Ainge, Deed Poll, Lechlade, 1728, and others,
mostly 18th Century (11) £40-60
140.
Scottish Naval Charts, including
Shetland Isles Sheet 1 and Sheet 2, Frith of
Lorn, The Swellies, Orkney Islands, Sound of
Islay and Loch Eriboll, circa 1900, and various
other charts and maps, some a.f. (24); with
various orchestral and vocal 78rpm records,
including Peter Dawson and Stanley Kirkby (a
lot) £40-60
Collectables

134.
Postcards, P2, British railway
interest - LNWR, various series, PP and
coloured, mostly G, some P-F (apx. 150), with
Irish Royal Mail Route poster series, G (2), P
(1) £50-80
135.
Postcards, P2/P3, British railway
interest - RP Perth Station flood, 1916 (2), P2/
P4 RP locomotives - GNR 0-8-2 no. 152, GCR
Atlantic no. 264 and LNER ex-GCR B3 ‘Earl
Beatty’ (3), RP Dyke Station near Brighton,
train approaching (1), G, various PP and
coloured, including Oilettes (apx. 50); and RP
wreck SS Jane, Port Logan (2), G £40-60

141.
Original Enamelled Sunlight Soap
Advertising Sign, blue and yellow enamel
pictorial example, inscribed £1000 Sunlight
Soap Guarantee of Purity 36” wide x 27” high,
some enamel loss mainly to edges, F-G
£150-200
142.
Original Advertising Signs, various
signs including a printed metal example
Stiffitis for Backache, and tin signs two
pictorial examples Say McVities and Inecto
Rapid Hair Colouring together with Ulverston
Chambre of Trade, C.R. Shoes, Scott’s Oats and
Redgate Table Waters, the largest 19” wide x
14” high, P-G, (7) £50-80
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143.
A collection of 18 ‘Mad’ comics,
1960s, various conditions £40-60
144.
A collection of 40+ 1957 Eagle
comics, various conditions (parcel) £40-60
145.
A collection of 50+ 1958 Eagle
comics, various conditions (parcel) £50-70

Lot 155

146.
A collection of 40+ 1959 Eagle
comics, various conditions (parcel) £40-60
147.
A collection of 40+ 1960s Eagle
comics, various conditions (parcel) £40-60
148.
A collection of approx 50 1961
Eagle comics, various conditions (parcel)
£40-60
149.
A collection of 50+ 1962 and 1963
Eagle comics, various conditions (parcel)
£40-60

155.
Limited Edition Volume Moonfire
by Norman Mailer and Signed Buzz Aldrin
Photograph, a 40th anniversary edition
published in 2009 by Taschen, in original white
plastic case with outer box and certificate
0775/1969, together with a limited edition
photograph depicting Buzz Aldrin on the
moon, in original plastic mount also issued by
Taschen 2009, 0776/1969, with outer box, all
E £400-500
156.
Mad Magazine, a group of 11
vintage Mad Magazines, varies numbers from
13 to 144, AF £30-50
The Ethel De Wolf Collection

150.
UK Maps, including road maps,
guides, Ordnance Survey maps, various scales,
some in large roll (a lot) £50-80

151.
A selection of books by Guinness,
including Prodigies and Prodicals, A Guinness
Sportfolio, Hobby Horses, Alice Where Art
Thou? And more (parcel) £50-80
152.
A collection of 1930s comics, to
include Hotspur, The Skipper, The Pilot, The
Pioneer, Boy’s Cinema, Ranger and more
(parcel) £100-120

The Ethel May de Wolf Collection The
following twenty lots relate to the earlier
years and antecedents of Ethel May
Codrington, née De Wolf (1883-1972). Ethel
was born in Boston, Mass., to a wealthy
Anglo-American shipowning family. Her
father’s family had emigrated to New England
in the 1650s, but her grandfather James De
Wolf moved to Liverpool in around 1850,
marrying Ellen Bibby from a notable shipping
family in 1849. Their son Charles (1859-1934)
married Isabel Meredith, who was brought
up in Boston, but her grandmother Wagstaff’s
line came from Lancashire, and the Merediths
from Lincolnshire. Ethel was subsequently
brought up in the Liverpool and Birkenhead
area and married Claude Codrington in 1917;
their son and only child William died in 1941,
serving with the Coldstream Guards in Egypt.
Ethel’s dolls and childhood toys and books,
and photographs of her with some of them,
will be in our Doll, Teddy Bear and Traditional
Toy auction on 9th June.

158.
A collection of Children’s cotton
drawers, petticoats and a collection of white
cotton lawn children’s dresses, trimmed with
pin-tucking and drawn thread work, 19001920 (parcel) £100-200

159.
A collection of Children’s dresses
and nightgowns, including several white
cotton cap-sleeved dresses with pin-tucks and
broderie anglaise trim, circa 1870s (parcel)
£150-200

153.
Two early 1900s Field-Path Rambles
booklets, complete with three Field-Path
Rambles leaflet (5) £60-80
154.
A small selection of Butlins badges,
including Pwllheli 1949, Skegness 1951, Filey
1952 and four others (7) £40-60
157.
A trunk of assorted items, to
include shoes, hats and accessories, including
a pair of Edwardian child’s wooden boot trees
(parcel) £100-200
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

160.
A collection of little girl’s dresses,
incluing one smock of pink striped cotton with
broderie anglais yoke £80-120
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161.
A large collection of white cotton
petticoats, skirts and blouses, mainly circa
1900, one 1860s jacket with tamboured detail
£100-300

162.
A collection of young girl’s costume,
including a party dress of apricot seersucker
wool, with pink silk leg of mutton sleeves,
labelled Woolwright & Co, Bold Street,
Liverpool, 1890’s (for a teenage girl), and
various white cotton pique dresses 1900-1910,
a blonde straw bonnet labelled Maison de
Modes, Melle Barnes, 132 Tremont St, Boston
£100-300

163.
A collection of mainly boys’
costume, including a boater labelled Hyam
& Co Limited, 134-140 Oxford Street, London
W3, white cotton sateen jackets, one linen
waistcoat, a pair of combinations of white
cotton, button flap to rear £100-300

166.
A day dress of straw coloured silk,
trimmed with yellow ribbons, the front ruched
and smocked ivory wool, 1870s, together
with another ivory satin (altered), possibly a
wedding gown £150-250

167.
Five Edwardian tea gowns, together
with a black lace cape, trimmed with black
grosgrain ribbons, labelled, Woolwright & Co
Liverpool, 1890s-1900 £80-150

168.
A collection of costume, including
white cotton nightgowns, trimmed with pin
tucking and lace, circa 1920, three pairs of
white jodhpurs and a striped serveants dress
£100-200

164.
A number of corsets, including two
white cotton boned corsets, stamped Dickens
& Jones Ltd, The Specialist Corset, Regd Made
in Bruxelles, 1890s £100-300
165.
A child’s mourning dress of black
silk taffeta, trimmed with black velvet ribbon,
large cone shaped passementrie buttons with
grosgrain ribbon trim, circa 1900 £100-300

170.
A large collection of costume and
laces, 1890’s-1930’s, including a printed
Paisley shawl, circa 1850 £100-200

171.
A collection of lace, including a
Point de Gaze flounce, two bertha collars and
a handkerchief £250-350

172.
Ephemera, an early 19th Century
pony skin covered iron-bound trunk, 390mm
wide, containing a miscellany of items,
principally relating to Ethel May De Wolf’s
mother, Isabel Nancy (née Meredith) and their
antedcedents, including letters in envelopes
to Isabel in Boston, Mass. from her brother
Eugene in Pembrokeshire, papers relating
to Ethel’s great-grandmother Wagstaff,
including Abel Wagstaff’s penmanship books
from Boarhurst, Lancs, 1837 and one from
1839, Hinman Meredith’s estate accounts,
1870, memoriam cards including the Duke
of Wellington, various period newspapers,
purses and wallets containing personal papers
including Samuel Wagstaff’s Boston estate
accounts, 1871, letters to Hinman Meredith,
1865, poster for sale of Isaac Meredith’s house
sale in Skirbeck, 1865, and various accounts
books, mostly circa 1840 to 1900 £150-250

169.
A box of accessories, including
feathers and fans, one painted fan signed
‘Houghton’, 1870s, sticks defective £80-150

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
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Sport

173.
Ephemera, a large quantity of
greetings cards, some chromolitho, some
addressed to Ethel’s parents, Mr and Mrs
Charles De Wolf, mostly circa 1880 to 1910
£50-80

177.
Jimmy Greaves, Tottenham Hotspur
signed shirt, with copy of photograph, framed
with Perspex, 69cm x 90cm £50-80
178.
David Ginola, Tottenham Hotspur
signed shirt, 97-99 season, framed and glazed
£50-80
179.
Tottenham Hotspurs, four framed
and glazed re-prints of photographs of team
line-ups, including The FA Cup 1901 winners,
The English Cup 1921/22, 1927/28 squad,
1951 squad, together with framed copies of
cigarette cards by Jones Bros (5) £30-50

174.
Ephemera and Photographs,
including cabinet cards of Ethel De Wolf as
a baby, small girl and her parents, resident
in Birkenhead and Liverpool area, accounts
books, photograph albums including world
travels and family portraits, views on board
ship, Ethel’s childhood composition, copy
books, Ethel’s sketch books, her prescriptions,
RSPCA tickets and programme, 1887, and
other items, mostly circa 1880 to 1920
£70-100

180.
Tottenham Hotspurs, two black
and white images of Cliff Jones and Danny
Blanchflower, both with signatures, one to
image other separate (2) £30-50
181.
Tottenham Hotspurs, a signed
presentation frame, signed Ricky Villa, with
reproduction programme and ticket, together
with three other signed images, signed Pat
Jennings, Dave Mackay, Cliff Jones, Jimmy
Greaves and Bobby Smith (4) all with COA to
back of frame £50-80

185.
Manchester United, a framed
presentation for Sir Matt Busby, including
an official letter signed by him, with images,
ticket emblem for Manchester United and
more £30-40
186.
Brian Clough O.B.E, signed
presentation containing six black and white
images, 70cm x 90cm with COZ to reverse
£30-40
187.
Pele, signed presentation frame
for the Brazilian player Pele, including
achievements, images of Pele, Brazil badges
and signed shirt, with COA, 97cm x 66cm
£50-80
188.
1966 World Cup, a print of the
England World Cup team, signed in pen
(possibly Facsimile) signed by nine, together
with a twelve coloured images of the German
World Cup team, numerous signatures,
framed and glazed (2) £60-100

182.
England, two signed coloured
images, one of Paul Gascoigne, the other of
Alan Shearer and Gary Lineker, both signed in
pen, framed and glazed (2) £40-60

175.
Ocean Liner and Passenger Ship
Ephemera, extensive collection including P&O
booklet, Cunard Atlantic Souvenir 1904-1905,
Inman Line ‘City of Rome’passenger list 1881,
including Mr and Mrs Charles De Wolf, Cunard
list 1890, White Star Line 1902, Carmania
1911, brochure for S Y Euphrosyne, and
menus, mostly circa 1900 to 1950s £150-250
176.
Film and Theatre Programmes,
film - UK souvenir booklet for D W Griffiths’
‘Intolerance’, 1916, theatre - including Irving in
Faust, 1887, George Grossmith at the Gaiety,
the Hippodrome, Lewis Waller at the Lyric,
Marie Tempest, Gielgud and many others,
mainly up to 1950s (qty) £40-60
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189.
Football, a collection of signed
photographs and paperwork, various eras,
Colin Bell, David Beckham, Michael Owen, and
others, together with two framed and glazed
signed items (parcel) £40-60
183.
Wembley, a framed blue painted
wooden seat back from Wembley 1966, No.
68, with COA, 1598/2000, with image of
Bobby Charlton and Shay Brennan carrying
the European Cup 1968, 60cm x 87cm, framed
and glazed £50-80
184.
George Best, a signed Luncheon
Menu dated 19th June 1966, signed George
Best and Rodney Marsh, together with a
signed Chopper Harris and George Best tussle
image, signed Ron Harris with COA (2 £30-50

190.
Tottenham Hotspurs, a group of
signed photographs and paper ephemera,
including a Philip Beal Testimonial Match
programme, Alan Mullery, George Robb, Mike
England and more (parcel) £30-50
191.
Cricket Hall of Fame, five framed
and glazed posters depicting various ‘Greatest’
players from various countries, plus another,
45cm x 62cm and bigger (6) £40-60
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192.
Sir Garfield Sobers, presentation
frame, with signed miniature cricket bat with
career printed on bat and two black and white
images, with COA to reverse £50-80

198.
Cricket All-Rounders, a signed
colour photograph of Ian Botham, together
with signed Fast Freddie Flintoff photograph,
both with COZ and famed and glazed (2)
£30-50

193.
Cricket Caricatures, four framed and
glazed caricatures of Geoffery Boycott, David
Gower, Malcolm Marshall and Jeff Thomson,
signed (4) £40-60

199.
Graeme Pollock, signed black and
white photograph with the induction to
the hall of fame and his career details in a
presentation frame, with COA £30-50
200.
Cricket, a collection of signed
framed and glazed images, including Colin
and Chris Cowdrey, Captains of Kent and
England, together with a Limited Print of Allan
Lamb, signed, plus framed Yorkshire Cricket
club 1992 signed colour photograph and a
collection of loose photographs and prints,
many with signatures (parcel) £50-80

194.
Shane Warne, a framed signed
presentation for Shane Warne, having two
coloured images with central plaque for 600
Test Wickets 11.08.05, with signature above
£40-60

201.
Cricket, two framed and glazed
cigarette/trade card sets, together with two
framed and glazed signed items one by A.
Gover and the other of Morris Tate (4)
£40-60

195.
Prints, two framed prints of
pencil drawings of Mike Gatting 268/300
and Graham Gouch 388/500, both signed,
together with a Fosters Oval 1994 print
by Robert Perry with various Surrey Team
signatures to bottom (3) £50-80
202.
Golf, a large signed photograph of
Tiger Woods, when he became the youngest
Grand Slam winner at the British Open 2000,
with DVD £80-120
203.
Golf Caricatures, two framed and
glazed caricatures, one of Seve Ballesteros,
124/500, signed, and the other a series of
Ryder Cup Collecting cards 1987 Winner at
Muirfield (2) £30-40
196.
Essex Cricket, a signed Alastair Cook
photograph, together with a Graham Gooch
photograph with signed score card of when he
made 333 runs, both framed and glazed (2)
£60-80
197.
Cricket Caricatures, six framed and
glazed signed caricatures, comprising Sunil
Gavaskar, Glenn McGrath, Ian Chapell and
three others (6) £40-60

204.
Golf, a framed presentation of
Jack Nicklaus having a Scottish Golf Gallery
medallion to top and a miniature golf club to
bottom with colour image to centre £40-60
205.
Golf, two framed and glazed signed
coloured images of Bernard Langer and Marc
O’Meara, together with a selection golf and
other sporting signed photographs (parcel)
£40-60

206.
Ali Vs Frazier, a signed blown up
photograph of Frazier hitting Ali, with the
title ‘Three Legendary Fights 1871,74 & 75’,
framed and glazed £40-60
207.
Muhammad Ali, framed montage of
miniature copies of Sports Illustrated where
Ali was on the cover, framed and glazed, 98cm
x 87cm £50-80
208.
Automobile Year books, a group of
14 Automobile Year books, numbers 13 to 27,
missing number 20 (14) £70-100
209.
Autocourse, a 1974-75 edition
of Autocourse, a detailed record of motor
sporting events of the 1974-75 season (1)
£50-80
210.
Autocourse, three editions of the
Autocourse annuals, comprising 1975-76,
1976-77 (the 25th Anniversary edition) &
1977-78 (3) £50-80
211.
Autocourse, four editions of
Autocourse annuals, including 1978-79,
1979-80, 1985-86 and 1995-96 (45th Year of
Publication), together with a Photo Formula 1,
The Best of Automobile Year 1953-78 (5)
£50-80

212.
Cricket, a signed Gray Nicolls cricket
bat, signed by numerous of the Durham
Cricket team, including two of the current
England squad, Ben Stokes and Mark Wood
£40-60
213.
Horse Racing, an owners
photograph and scrapbook album for the
1970s race horse Fantan, having numerous
colour photographs, newspaper cuttings,
statistics and more (parcel) £30-50
214.
Olympics, a collection of London
2012 Olympic volunteer’s items including
Adidas trainers, uniform, a bag, a Hi-Viz jacket,
certificate, workbook, collector’s album, a
Swatch watch, and more, in London 2012
cardboard box, together with a selection of
various Olympic pin badges from various
Olympics (parcel) £200-300
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Lot 226

Lot 228

229.
Football, a collection of late
1970s/80s football programmes, various
teams, plus Cup Finals, together with a small
selection of tickets (parcel) £30-50

215.
Fishing, A vintage Hardy Fishing rod,
believed to be late 1800, 9ft rod with serial
no. 37252, stamped Hardy’s W Fitting Regd
16.8.73, three piece, good condition £60-100

Transport

216.
Fishing, a Wilkes Osprey 9.6 foot
split cane, three piece trout rod, together with
a Hardy split cane feather light two piece, a
Hardy Jet, 9.5foot two piece and an Apollo
Tubular steel rod, all with carry bags (4)
£120-180
217.
Fishing, a collection of Trout and
Salmon magazines, including Number 1
Volume 1 1955, then running through to the
early 1980s, not all present, approx issues,
various conditions £40-60

222.
A Webley Sports Starting pistol, in
original cardboard box of issue, with cleaning
brush and instructions £60-100
223.
A hallmarked silver Motor Cycling
Club medal, dated Birmingham 1925-26, by
Mappin & Webb Ltd, for London Lands End,
stamped ‘Car April 2-3 1926, R Litt, in box
£50-80
224.
Skis, a pair of wooden skis 6 feet
long with metal bindings both with stamped
Chalet, Harvey Dodds Ltd, scratched wood and
rusty bindings £30-50

218.
Fishing, a vintage Abu Ambassadeur
6000c level wind multiplier reel, serial
n730502, in original black leather Abu case,
with spares and cleaning cloth, together with
a Abu Svangsta 444A reel
£100-120

225.
Motor Sport, a collection of prints,
including Jaguar E Type Series 1, Winning
Form at Le Mans, Jochen, a signed photograph
of two racing drivers, many signed (parcel)
£40-60

227.
A period Wolverhampton
Wanderers English Cup Winners 1907-08
block print, having the teams line-up in front
of Crystal Palace, 32cm x 39cm, framed and
glazed £100-150

220.
Fishing, Three John Wilson ‘Ideal’
fishing rods, including 20lb, 30lb and 50lb,
with Leeda Icon M30 reel and griffin model
1200 reel (parcel) £60-100

228.
An early 20th Century League
badge, the yellow and black badge with wolf
to the front, marked Local Club Badge to back
by Wyman & Sons Ltd, with yellow and black
ribbons £80-100
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231.
Two converted Seahorse Trade
Mark copper ships lamps, serial numbers
75625 and 76210, both having ‘Towing’
plaque, each with orange perspex front,
converted to electric, AF (2) £40-60

226.
Fishing, a H.L Leonard three piece
cane fishing rod, the 10 1/2 ft rod engraved
W.M & Son N’York Sole Agents, excellent
condition £500-600

219.
Fishing, a group of five fishing
reels, including two Pridex and a Shakespeare
Condex, plus two others together with part of
a reel and a spool (parcel)
£40-60

221.
Fishing, a Hermes Vortex fishing rod,
together with another two piece fishing rod
(2) £40-60

230.
A Hants & Dorset enamel Bus Stop
sign, being double sided, image of a bus above
text, with securing holes to the side, 30cm x
31.5cm £30-40

232.
Two 1980 Christies Auction posters,
one for Bugatti & Ferrari Auction, Monaco 26
May 1987, the other Alfa Romeo, Ferrari and
Maserati Motor Car Auction 11 May 1988,
50cm x 76cm, both framed (2)
£50-100
233.
A Winegarten’s of Bishopsgate
London Railway Regulator, having nickel
casing, white enamel dial with black Roman
numerals and subsidiary dial, stamped to
back of case, complete with original watch
guarantee dated ‘62 and original cardboard
retailers box £50-80
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242.
Cruise Liner Themed Hall Marked
Silver, various items all hallmarked by R.J. Carr
comprising boxed photograph frame (non
engraved) and two pairs of cased Canberra
1996 world cruise napkin rings together with
three desk clocks Victoria’s Millennium cruise,
Oriana’s Millennium cruise and a folding
rococo embossed example clock/photograph
frame Canberra’s Farewell Around the World
1997, G-E, (6) £70-100
234.
A 1952 Military issue fuel canister,
marked WD with broad arrow, by PSC,
together with s National Benzole Mixture can,
a Wavian 10L example and a Valop example,
AF (4) £40-60
235.
Two RAF International Air Tattoo
1981 Greenham Common Airshow posters,
poster illustration by Aviation Art Specialist
(& Eagle comic illustrator) Wilf Hardy, one
depicting a Nimrod and the other a Westland
Helicopter during a rescue mission, during the
fastnet race in 1979, both 51cm x 76cm, rolled
£30-50
236.
Cast Iron Bridge Notices,
two original cast iron notices, inscribed
Locomotives, Heavy MotorCars and All
Vehicles with seats for 15 Persons Prohibited,
the other 3 tons or 21 Persons, both 60cm x
60cm, AF (2) £80-100

243.
Original Pre Warboys Road Sign, an
alloy example black on white Speed Limit 30
MPH with reflectors, by Royal Label Factory
30 cm wide x 54 cm high, F £80-100
244.
A Vintage wooden automobile
travel trunk, together with two vintage travel
trunks, one in green the other in brown (3)
£40-60

249.
A signed photograph of Ron
Flockhart & Wilkie Wilkinson, the black
and white photograph taken at Goodwood
September 1956 of Wilkie Wilkinson with his
Jaguar ‘D’ Type, stood next to Ron Flockhart,
signed in red over the bonnet, with COA to
reverse, framed and glazed, 20cm x 14cm
£50-100

245.
Limited Edition Signed Print
Lusitania at Liverpool, a framed and glazed
print signed by the artist S W Fisher The
Lusitania at Liverpool also signed by Alice
M drury and Avis G Foley (two surviving
passengers),77/850 with certificate, 70cm
wide x 40 cm high, G £30-50

237.
Two reproduction teak and brass
ships wheels, the central brass fixing with
eight turned handles, 87cm in diameter (2)
£80-100

250.
A bronze Spirit of Ecstasy, the
kneeling lad mounted on small wooden plinth,
11.5cm tall £60-100

238.
A collection of 1970s/80s
Thoroughbred & Classic Car magazines, in 10
folders £60-100
239.
Two Bus Driver Identification
badges, together with a Conductors, plus a
Bismarch cut throat razor by Solingen, petrol
ration documents, pin badges and more
(parcel) £60-100

246.
A vintage David Brown Tractor
poster, the ‘Selectamatic’ poster shows
the inner workings of one of David Browns
tractors, 100cm x75cm £50-100
247.
Two Lucas King of the Road
automobile/motorbike lamps, both marked
No.693 to the front, one having number 4466
the other 4631 to reverse (2) £150-200

251.
A chrome Bentley ‘Flying B’ radiator
cap, reg no. 807924, 9.5cm tall
£70-100

248.
Andy Danks, watercolour of a
racing Jaguar, together with a Jaguar mascot,
chromed ashtray with Jaguar mascot, a
Firestone ashtray and a Matchbox Jaguar Mk
10 in box (parcel) £60-100

252.
An early 20th Century French ‘Joie
De Vie’ nickel plated car mascot, the in the
form of a dancing female, Regd no.695780, on
marble plinth, approx 23cm in total £250-300

240.
A vintage Smiths of Cricklewood
dashboard clock, having 8 day movement,
black dial with white Roman numerals, the
letter ‘M’ to the centre, in housing, with
numbers A235 and 3817 to back £50-100
241.
A pair of vintage Stadium BS 4110
goggles, together with a pair of Halcyon BS
4110 driving goggles and a pair of vintage
leather driving gloves (3) £80-120
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Lot 256

253.
A Desmo leaping Jaguar mascot,
mounted to wooden base, having white metal
St Christopher plaque to front, the leaping
jaguar marked Copyright to the back, bought
at Sotherby’s 30/11/92, complete with invoice
(2) £100-150
256.
Meadows, a fine hallmarked silver
presentation desk piece, modelled as a marine
engine and gear box, having ‘Meadows’ blue
enamel signed to either side, inscribed ‘Model
by Hubert M. Brookes’, hallmarked on each
separate piece Birmingham 1920, mounted
on ebonite base, 14cm high, sold at Brooks
Goodwood Festival of Speed 18/06/94,
complete with catalogue and invoice (3)
£500-800

254.
A chromed Rolls Royce Spirit of
Ecstacy ashtray, the Spirit of Ecstasy mounted
to a circular base, stamped ‘Frank Dale and
Sons, SRH 10305 Silver Shadow’. Approx
13cm high and 15.5cm diameter, bought at
Sotherby’s 30/11/92, complete with invoice
£150-200

257.
Ship’s Bell, mid-20th century ship’s
bell, marked M/T VESTEN and 1951, lacks
clapper, dented rim, 40cm tall, F-G (1)
£80-120
258.
Ship’s Portholes, pair of mid 20th
Century ship’s portholes, of circular form,
with four screw catches to open shutter, 47cm
diameter, glazed windows 35.5 cm diameter, G
(2) £100-150

263.
Unused Ceramic Aircraft Dining
Ware, a large quantity mostly in trade boxes
including white glazed Vipair oval 7” dishes
(300) by Revol, Royal Doulton AEI Airlines red
lined white glazed ware including soup bowls
(240), 6” square plates (70), butter dishes
(180), side plates (30) and white glazed Royal
Doulton AEI mugs (140), together with Sabena
AVG airline by Seltmann Weiden Bavaria SA
024 plates (30) and SAG 048 mugs (130) all
blue banded with bird logo, (may include
some breaks) generally G £100-120
264.
Unused Ceramic Aircraft Dining
Ware, a large quantity of white glazed
matching airline mugs in trade boxes by DUO
(1000), together with rectangular 7” dishes
(140) also by DUO, (may include some breaks)
generally G £100-120

259.
A three-masted Sailing Ship
‘Damson Hill’, constructed in wood, hull
finished in red and black, length 66cm, height
, in wooden framed glass case £60-80
260.
A Ford Tri-Motor Monoplane, wood
and corrugated aluminium detailed scale
model Aeroplane, 102cm wingspan, overall
length 68cm, VG £100-150
261.
Unused British Airways Dining
Ware, a large quantity of matching blue
banded British Airway ceramic dining ware
some in trade boxes EC1080 butter dishes
(120), EC1068 side plates (450), EC1073 small
bowls (200), EC1069 side plates (110) and
EC1079 rectangular dishes (10), (may include
some breaks) generally G £100-120

255.
A Rolls-Royce Spirit of Ecstasy, on
radiator cap, marked R.R Ltd and dated 6.2.11,
also marked C Sykes, with ‘RR’ logo to the
underside of the radiator cap, 16.5cm high,
bought from Sotherby’s 03/12/90, complete
with catalogue and invoice (3) £350-400
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262.
Unused Wedgwood and Royal
Doulton Aircraft Dining Ware, a large quantity
ceramic white glazed mostly in trade boxes
including Wedgwood mugs (240) and Royal
Doulton British Airways EC1084 small side
plates (420) and EC1062 dishes (18), together
with non BA EC1064 Saucers (380), 7” square
shallow dishes (40) and rectangular 7” shallow
dishes (220), (may include some breaks)
generally G £100-120

265.
Unused Ceramic and Plastic Aircraft
Dining Ware, a large quantity mainly in trade
boxes including white glazed unmarked 6”
side plates (450), rectangular 6” dishes (30),
Air Europe CF401 octagonal plates (45) and
two boxes of mixed cups, dishes and plates
including Lufthansa, Swissair and others , (may
include some breaks) generally G, together
with plastic dining ware Dan Air blue and
white rectangular dishes (100) and mugs
(150), Air Ethiopia square white shallow dishes
(180) and Norway Airlines blue meal trays
(50), G £100-120
266.
A 1960s/70s Chrome Lucas
car horn, together with an AA car badge,
no.9E18774, and a Barnacle License holder (3)
£40-60
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267.
A Doxa N.A dashboard clock,
having black Arabic numerals on a cream dial,
complete with inset second hand subsidiary
dial also marked 8 Tage, serial number 11812
to reverse, 9cm in diameter in total £80-120

268.
A Delage Jaeger dashboard clock,
having black Roman numerals on cream
dial, 4 hour movement, mounted in wooden
Admiral’s hat style body £80-120
269.
A large scale Radio Control Brixham
Fishing Boat, constructed in wood and
finished in blue and white with extensive
detail, number BM9 ‘Chloe Louise’, fitted
electric motor and twin battery pack, together
with recently purchased Exmitter EX6
Controller and Origin charger, length 83cm,
height 80cm, width 23cm with wooden stand,
VG £80-120
270.
Modern Maritime Prints, limited
edition - Derek Gardner, ‘Prelude to Trafalgar,
Nelson’s Victory on passage to Cadiz, 1805’,
3/650, signed in pencil, image size, 630mm x
420mm, and John Chancellor ‘Half Ebb at the
Blacktail’, 348/351, 610mm x 440mm, both
framed and glazed (2) £40-60
Lot 271

Ron Flockhart was born in Leith on 16 June
1923; his father’s family were successful
trawler owners and managers. He graduated
from Edinburgh University with a BSc in
Engineering in 1943, followed by military
service in the REME, maintaining and
recovering tanks and other vehicles. After
looking machinery in large carpet factories, in
1954 he joined the Owen Racing Organisation
as a team and test driver for BRM. He
had already proved his mettle as a keen
motorcyclist, graduating to an MG, then, in
1952, he bought from Raymond Mays his
supercharged ERA R4-D and was notably
successful in the 1953 season, also acting as
his own mechanic, and was also successful
in the V10 BRM in 1954. He participated in
various cars in fourteen Formula One Grand
Prix up to 1960, when he raced a Lotus for
Colin Chapman at Reims, in the uniquely allScottish team of himself, Jim Clark and Innes
Ireland. The peak of his racing career was
winning the Le Mans 24 Hour endurance race
in 1956 and 1957 in D-Type (XKD 120) Jaguars.
He won for the first time in a short-nose
XKD501, registration MWS301, racing number
4, with Ninian Sanderson; in August 2016, RM
Sotheby’s sold this car at a record price for a
British car, £16.64 million, only surpassed in
2017 by an Aston-Martin DBR1. Flockhart won
for the second time in a long-nose XKD606,
registration 376SG (later RSF301), racing
number 3, with Ivor Bueb; this car is now in
the Louwman Museum in The Netherlands.
Flockhart had an accident in 1958 so was
unable to drive for Ecurie Ecosse at Le Mans,
but did meet his wife to be, Gillian Tatlow, in a
racing paddock that year, and they married on
11 March 1961. He left Ecurie Ecosse in 1960
and went to Australia in 1961 to race cars and
to try to beat the Sydney to London record
in a piston-engined aircraft, in a Mustang.
Tragically, just over a year after his marriage,
on 14th April 1962 his aircraft hit unexpected
bad weather near Melbourne and he was
killed in the ensuing crash.

271.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962)
Racing Driver and Aviator, early career
motor competition trophies - pewter tankard
engraved ‘Lothian Car Club “How Well Can
You Drive”, 3rd April 1949, Best Performance
By Open Car, Ron Flockhart (MG)’, same club,
wooden cigarette box ‘Closed Trial 19.2.50
1st Class Award W R Flockhart’, EPNS ashtray
‘MG Test Teazers Test Winner, W R Lockhart,
29/1/50’, pewter tankards - engraved
‘SSCC Fastest Scot, 1953, Bo’ness Trophy, R
Flockhart’ and ‘BBC Class Award “What’s My
Time”, Bo’ness, 1953’ (5) £300- 500

272.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962) Racing
Driver and Aviator, The Motor Le Mans Trophy
1956 Replica’, winged seahorse on shaped
mahogany plinth, with plaque engraved ‘ W R
Flockhart (3.4 litre Jaguar XK120D) co-driving
with N Sanderson, 1st in General Category
104.46mph’; 170mm high; Ron Flockhart and
Ninian Sanderson won the 1956 Le Mans race
as part of the legendary Ecurie Ecosse team in
an ex-works D-Type, MWS301 £1000-1500

273.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962) Racing
Driver and Aviator, a gold-coloured metal
Jaguar Cars leaping cat mounted as a trophy
on burr-walnut veneered plinth, with plaque
engraved ‘To Ron Flockhart From Jaguar Cars
Ltd As A Memento Of Le Mans 1957’, 220mm
long; Ron Flockhart triumphed at Le Mans
again in 1957, this time with Ivor Bueb
£1000-1500
274.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962) Racing
Driver and Aviator, silver-plated and cut-glass
trophy, engraved to rim ‘24 Heures Du Mans
1957, XXe Coupe Annuelle De La Mutuelle
Générale Française Accidents, Au Vainqueur A
La Distance’, 150mm high £2000-3000

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
The Ron Flockhart
Archive
the-saleroom.com
Premium:
25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 281

275.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962) Racing
Driver and Aviator, silver cigarette box, W&H,
Birmingham, engraved ‘Ecurie Ecosse 1956 le
Mans 1957 In Recognition Of Your Magnificent
Achievement With Jaguar Cars, Directors of
Rossleigh Limited’, 140mm wide; Rossleigh
Ltd was one of the first Jaguar dealerships,
located in Inverness £500-800

276.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962) Racing
Driver and Aviator, later career memorabilia
- BRDC enamelled car badge, stamped
‘R Lockhart, 627’, BRDC lapel badge and
enamelled guest badge with suspension loop,
with Snetterton Motor Racing Club trophy,
Formula 1 Race, 10.10.59, R Flockhart’,
110mm high, brass plaid pin and three tie pins
£500-800

277.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962) Racing
Driver and Aviator, a silver cigarette box,
H Bros, Birmingham, engraved ‘To Ron, To
Commemorate Your Wedding On The 11-3-61
Also Your Many Successes With The Ecurie
Ecosse Cars, Including The 1956-7 Victories At
Le Mans, From The London Branch Committee
And Members Also The Secretary Of The
General Purpose Committee With Our Regards
And Best Wishes For The Future’, 155mm
wide, probably from BRDC; with his bride
Gillian’s silk wedding dress £500-800
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278.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962) Racing
Driver and Aviator, gelatin silver prints of Ron
Flockhart throughout his career, including
signing after 1958 Moroccan Grand Prix, first
meeting with Gillian Tatlow at Silverstone,
May 1958, later to become his wife, at the
wheel of long-nose D-Type, in Sydney in Austin
(Mini) Cooper, at the wheel of a MercedesBenz 300SLR, racing in Australia, 1961, in
Germany, 1960, various sizes up to 170mm x
240mm (33), colour portraits (4) and colour
photographs of Flockhart at the wheel of his
ex-Raymond Mays ERA R4-D and BRM (2)
£300-500

281.
Roy Nockolds (1911-1979), oil on
canvas, signed ‘Roy Nockolds, 1956’, depicting
Ron Flockhart, winner of the 1956 Le Mans
endurance race, leading in the winning short
nose D-Type, racing number 4, XKD501,
registration MWS301, 750mm x 620mm; with
a brochure for the Roy Nockolds Memorial
Exhibition, November 1980 £4000-6000

279.
Ron Flockhart (1923-1962) Racing
Driver and Aviator, personal papers and
memorabilia, including his own typescript
CVs from 1953, University of Edinburgh
certificates, letters concerning employment,
military service in REME 1944-1947, birth,
marriage and death certificates, and
Australian Department of Civil Aviation report
on his fatal accident in Mustang G-ARUK at
Kallista, Victoria on 12th April 1962, with
associated correspondence, competitor’s
licence and eight snapshot silver prints
of Flockhart at an airfield and in his first
Mustang, G-ARKD £200-300

283.
A collection of 28 ROAB sashes,
for four lodges, comprising Victor Lodge No.
8949, Florence Lady Garvagh Lodge No.5800,
Adastral Lodge No.8171 and Hemsworth &
Dist P.G.L, numerous duplications £100-120

Military
282.
A 9ct gold and silver Masonic Orb,
marked JHW to the casing, and \Made In
England to the orb, £60-100

284.
Two ROAB wooden indicator
boards, both for Liberty Hall (2) £40-50
285.
A group of four WWII Aircraft
recognition models, in the form of a
Supermarine Spitfire, Lockheed Hudson
Bomber, a German Dornier and one other (4)
£50-80
286.
Two shot and powder flasks,
comprising of a shaped brass and copper
example, together with a leather example, full
of shots (2) £40-60

280.
Roy Nockolds (1911-1979), oil on
board, signed ‘R. N.’, variant of his ‘Dawn Mist
At Le Mans 1957’, depicting Ron Flockhart
in the winning long nose D-Type, in pursuit,
racing number 3, XKD606, registration 376SG,
later RSF301, 360mm x 230mm £2000-3000

287.
A signed Nicolas Trudgian Aviation
Sketchbook, signed by various Bomber
Command Veterans to the title page and
throughout, including Wing Commander John
Bell MBE DFC, Warrant Officer Ken Reed,
BBMF Honours Sqn Leader Tony Pickering, Sgt
W T Clard, Eric Clark, Air Commodore John
Ellacombe, Dambuster Pilot Benny Goodman,
Murray Valentine (Vagnolini), Air Commodore
John Langston, Bomb Aimer John Aldridge
and many more, together with another signed
book Voices in Flight The Dambuster Squadron
by Colin Higgs & Bruce Vigar, signed Benny
Goodman (2) £120-180
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288.
An assortment of various
items relating to 617 Squadron Murray
‘Vagnolini’ Valentine, including black and
white photographs of him in uniform, crew
members, 617 Squadron Lancasters in flight,
a Squadron desk plaque, a Defender of the
Skies watch, training unit b/w photographs of
Vagnolini/Valentine, ties, a pair of his gloves,
various paperwork and ephemera all relating
to Murray (Vagnolini) Valentine (parcel)
£80-120
289.
A 19th Century Boer War wooden
walking stick, the handle carved in the form
of a horse’s head with a saddle and a bearded
mask, carved Kepkypa, length 90cm, together
with two other walking sticks, length 84 cm &
91 cm (3) £40-60

Lot 295

295.
The Birmingham Mint ‘Great British
Regiments silver coin collection, a set of 52
Limited Edition Sterling silver medallions, each
medallion representing a different Regiment
within the British Army, (approx 1.4 ozt each),
complete with their corresponding replica cap
badges, in campaign style brass bound fitted
wooden box, with papers, approx 72.8ozt in
total £800-1200
300.
Signed print, R6644: The Invisible
Thread, from a painting Mark Postlethwaite,
signed by eight pilots, including John Milne
19 Squadron 1940, Jordan Mitchell, Lawrence
Thorogood and more £40-60

290.
A large brass ship’s bell from MV
Dara, the 1948 build Dubai based ship that
transported expatriate passengers mainly
between the Persian Gulf and the Indian
subcontinent, Dara sank in the Persian Gulf
as a result of an explosion killing 238 out of
819 passengers, including 19 Officers, the bell
marked ‘DARA’ to front and AH to reverse,
approx 36cm high, sold with The Story of
P&O by David Howarth & Stephen Howarth of
which the Dara is mentioned, AF £600-800

296.
A pair of vintage wrought iron
handcuffs, having Hiatt no.12 key, marked
Hiatt Best and Hard to each cuff, together with
a Dent Recording Clock, serial 63080, marked
41 Pall Mall& 4 Royal Exchange London,
complete with leather carry case and key
£80-100

291.
A Signed copy of Flying Colours The
Epic Story of Douglas Bader by Laddie Lucas,
signed to the title page Douglas Bader, dated
1982, and Laddie Lucas, together with a WWII
1939-45 Star, plus two World Premiere 1953
programmes (parcel) £100-200

297.
An assortment of various items,
an oil on board of a male in uniform dated
1919, webbing, drinks canister, a stable belt,
stirrups, a WWII J.B. Brooks & Co Ltd leather
pouch dated 1942, buttons, pips and more
(parcel) £40-60

292.
A selection of Airforce related
items, to include a white metal desk ashtray
with a model of a Spitfire, two USAF Technical
Manuals 1980s/90s, an Aircraft Recognition
Test booklet, comical booklets and pocket
books (parcel) £40-60

298.
Robert Taylor Signed Prints, two
prints framed with Perspex, South Atlantic
Task Force, signed Jeremy Moore and D-Day
with signed dedication by the artist and
additional signature, both published by The
Military Gallery Bath, each 50cm wide x 37 cm
high with small cracks to Perspex and fading,
F-G, (2) £40-60

293.
A group of WWI and later items, to
include a Lee Enfield rifle barrel periscope, a
W & L.E Gurley pocket compass, a silver ARP
badge, a white metal Naval bosun whistle, a
Red Cross medal for 6944 E.F Barrett, German
War Merit, Italian medal for conquest of
Abyssinia and another (parcel) £40-60
294.
A military issue hand held signal
light, with sight to top, complete with blue
and red colour lenses, together with two
military Vapalux pressure lanterns, model 320,
both in original boxes, possibly military issued
(3) £60-100

299.
Airforce Signed Prints, Unframed
examples comprising Aces on The Western
Front, by Robert Taylor with five signatures,
published by The Military Gallery Bath 1993
and Battle of Britain Memorial Flight RAF
Cosford 1990, by Charles Thompson, with
a signature, together with Philip West Rule
Britannia (2), both signed by the artist and
others, limited edition 191/192/1000, and
another furnishing print of a Lancaster, the
largest 80cm wide x 50cm high, G, (5)
£40-60

301.
A collection of various hunting
related items, including two rifle magazines,
one marked Anschutz, a selection of gun
cleaning items, six pocket knives, antler
handled utensils, a leather cased set of
drinking vessels, a leather shot flask with
dog design to side, a cheroot (AF) and more
(parcel) £100-150
302.
A large WWII period Czech Uprising
poster, together with a WWII German
Surrender leaflet (2) £30-50
303.
Two Sam Browne belts, together
with a selection of items to include, a wooden
fishing reel and rod, a 1940/50s Red Cross
poster, a leather Gorey Regatta Committee
badge, and much more (parcel) £50-80
304.
A military campaign stool, having
brown leather seat, with tripod base £20-30

305.
Two Battle of Britain period
signed Christmas menus, both from Station
Headquarters, Gatwick and dated 1940, one
having multiple signatures of British and
overseas airmen, signed in pen and pencil
£60-100

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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306.
A collection of logs and notes
from Captain Francis Downer, Downer was
a Captain, who fought in the Battle of the
Atlantic in WWII, in the Lot we have Abstract
logs from SS Clan Mackinlay, with detailed
notes of numerous voyages, dated 1920s
onwards, Regulations for Naval Reserve
(Officers), black and white photos, of him
in uniform and others, loose and in folders,
postcards, his binoculars, his Naval dress belt
and sword hanger, badges, whistles and more
(parcel)
£100-200
307.
A pair of late 19th/early 20th
Century Aviation/Motoring goggles, together
with two slightly later pairs, plus a gas mask in
original cardboard box of issue (4) £60-100

308.
A British Air Ministry Type P8.M
gimbal compass, having A.M. Plaque to the
front, serial number 161800, also marked
type P11 no.9453.D., together with a US Army
Airforce Type D-12 compass and a Swedish
Silva ships gimbal compass (3) £100-150
309.
A WWI period M.T Circuit Map,
showing lorry routes through France in Red
and Blue, and other roads controlled by other
Armies, dated 20.4.18, 1;100.000 scale, on
paper, together with a Daily Mail Large Scale
Military map of France, Belgium and Germany,
Af (2) £60-80

312.
A Sterling silver wing brooch,
possibly American, having central black shield
with griffin and three stars above, together
with a yellow metal and paste set pair of floral
earrings, marked to the stud £50-80
313.
A Limited Edition figure by Adrian
Cunnington, titled ‘Pegasus and Bellerophon’,
with cert, together with three others of
various Infantry (4) £30-50
314.
A framed and glazed embroidery
for the Royal Flying Corps, together with
another for the Royal Army Ordnance Corps,
souvenir of Egypt 1940 (2) £30-50

315.
A black and white photograph
album previously owned by MNE L A Wilson,
having numerous picture from his time
on HMS Delhi and HMS Cormorant, 1940,
showing views of various places, sailors, naval
vessels and seaplanes, aircraft and crashes,
together with another album, having more
photographs including higher ranking officers
(2) £70-100

310.
A collection of military and other
road and air maps, to include a silk example
of German, Slovakia, Poland and Hungry,
double sided, an Ordnance Survey ‘one inch’
map fifth edition of London, possible given
to a German in WWII, named L.Kramer and
dated 22.9.42, and other maps (parcel)
£60-80
311.
A 1935 Governmental billboard
propaganda poster, Its Team Work That
Counts Support National Government’, printed
and published by S.H Benson Ltd, Kingsway
Hall London W.C.2 Reg. No. 8898 October
1935, approx 202cm x 154cm, previously
folded now rolled, in three pieces, AF, plus a
Queen Elizabeth Jubilee poster £70-90
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317.
A 1930s RAF Smith’s Bulkhead
Clock, having white face with black Roman
numerals, red second hand, marked Smith’s
Cricklewood NW2, to the back of the brass
body a stick with broad arrow over R, No.
A.269874/57/c.22b, dated 1957, complete
with key £100-200
318.
Robert Taylor Signed Aircraft
Prints, three unframed examples, World War
II scenes, After The Battle, St Croix Sur Mer
and Summer Victory all with dedication from
the artist presentation copy to Peter and
signed by the artist and others, all limited
edition published by the Military Gallery Bath
1990/94, each 80cm wide x 66cm high, G-E,
(3) £100-120

319.
Robert Taylor Signed Aircraft Prints,
three unframed examples, World War II
scenes Battle of Britain VC, Limitless Horizons
(limited edition) and Eagle Squadron Scramble
and all with dedications To Peter from the
artist one a presentation copy, all signed
by the artist and others, published by The
Military Gallery Bath 1983/88 each 70cm wide
by 53 cm high, G-E (3) £60-80
320.
Val Bennett and Ronald Wong
Signed Aircraft Prints, four unframed
examples, Safe Return - Fireflies Over
Indefatigable by Val Bennett 1993, 42/300
signed by the artist and others with note from
the artist to Peter, 75cm wide x 63cm high,
together with Deadly Chase, Prelude to Peace
and Friendly Ordnance all signed by the artist
1990/94 two limited edition, each 73cm wide
x 55cm high (or marginally smaller), G-E, (4)
£60-80

316.
A 1940 Trench Art shell, together
with a pair of 1956 40mm shell, and a
large collection of various shells and used
ammunition (parcel) £30-40

321.
A large collection of mixed metal
models, including Field Guns, various Military
aircraft and more, various sizes and periods
(parcel) £50-80
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322.
Charles Sargeant Jagger ARA (1885-1934), ‘No Man’s Land’, bronze low-relief, with brown patina, signed bottom right ‘ C. Sargeant
Jagger Sc’(Sculpsit), on contemporary stained-oak mount with moulding ‘support’, 165mm x 490mm, mount 260mm x 615mm; Jagger was already
interested in Assyrian bas-reliefs, as seen most powerfully in his remarkable Royal Artillery Memorial in London, 1921-1925; the original version
of this relief was over 3 metres wide and a bronze cast was presented to the Tate Gallery in 1923, notable in his work for not being conceived as
part of a memorial; in this size, this relief is apparently found in three different versions, with and without Beatrice Brice Miller’s lines of text;
this version without text is probably one of seven cast in 1935, after Jagger’s death; a pencil sketch for a detail appears in his book ‘Modelling
and Sculpture in the Making’, highlighting the horrors he had seen in the Great War, and how his comrades had died across the wire, with their
respirator packs dangling redundantly around their necks; see Compton, A, The Sculpture of Charles Sargeant Jagger, pp31 to 33; the variant of this
relief and mount offered here appears to be identical to the one sold at Sotheby’s, London, 13 July 2007, lot 303 (although not the same example),
with Jagger’s signature slightly above and scrolling over a raised border running along the base of the relief; a similar variant without text was sold
at Toovey’s, Washington, 7 September 2018, but the signature is contained within the raised border - in this respect it appears similar to the variant
with text sold first at Sotheby’s, London, 2 June 2010, lot 119 and subsequently at Christie’s, London, lot 176, with the signature within the raised
border, but the signature itself is noticeably different
£20000-25000

323.
A German NSDAP badge, marked
RZM and M1/102 to the reverse, together
a reproduction
German belt buckle, a
Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the with
Hammer
Price
British Industry Fair Trade Buyer badge, and
others (5) £40-60
the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammertwo
Price
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324.
A collection of German
tallies, comprising Das Reich, Auschwitz,
Totenkopfverbande, SS Feldgendarmerie and
more, together with the cloth badges and a
Russian tally (parcel) £50-80

332.
A collection of various items,
including medals, badges, dog tag, decals and
more, comprising SS, Army etc, together with
a poster and booklet for German medal and
badge identification (parcel) £60-100

325.
An assortment of German medals
and badges, including Iron Crosses, Hanseatic
Cross, Hansa cross, and other (parcel) £30-40

326.
A collection of Third Reich pin
badges, to include SS, Friendship badge,
Party badges, ‘Heil Hitler, Ludendorff v. Grafe’
and Nun Erst Reich’ plus others, some have
markings to back (parcel) £30-40
327.
An SS Waffen Skull and Eagle, the
eagle stamped RZM, SS and 900, the skull no
markings (2) £30-40
328.
Four German Army badges,
including Panzer Assault marked PA to reverse,
Army Paratrooper and Panzer Assault 25 and
75 engagement badges (4) £20-30
329.
A large collection of badges and
awards, Army, Naval and Luftwaffe, most
unmarked to reverse, possibly reproduction
£30-50

330.
Six German Naval badges,
comprising High Seas Fleet, Fast Attack Craft
War, Destroyer War, Minesweeper War,
Auxiliary Cruiser and U-Boat Combat, four of
the six are marked to the back (6) £60-80
331.
An assortment of various items,
including a 2/Infaterie Ersatz Battalion 400
dog tag, black wound badge, Merit Cross with
Swords (marked 45 to hanger), West Wall
medal, Labor Day 1934 & 35 badges, German
tinnie, a Blockade Runner badge and more
(parcel) £150-200
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333.
A German Army Feldgendarmerie
Gorget, Field Police, NSKK Traffic Education
badge, D.D.A.C Automobile badge, N.S.K.K
Motorstaffel badge, Police Ski Guide badge
and more (parcel £70-100
334.
German Luftwaffe badges,
comprising Ground Assault of the Luftwaffe,
Ground Assault of the Luftwaffe 25
engagement badge, Radio Operator, Pilots
badge, and Luftwaffe Tank badge, only one
marked to reverse (5) £50-80
335.
A group of eight Third Reich pin
badges, including The Narvik Shield, NSDAP,
Veterans, Sports, Assault and more (8)
£60-80
336.
A Third Reich SS Podium Banner,
having brass clips to top, marked to reverse,
approx 52cm by 63cm, tassels to bottom
£200-250

337.
An Imperial German miniature
Naval dagger, having moulded brass hilt and
cross guard with bone grip, complete with
brass scabbard and chain, approx 8cm in
length £100-150
338.
A large collection of cloth badges,
including a Fire Guard Armband, a German
Armband, Royal Navy Provost cuff badge,
bullion, British and Overseas examples (qty)
£50-80
339.
A large collection of 20th Century
and later badges and buttons, mainly stay
brights, together with a small selection of
British Legion, Masonic, Buffalo and other pin
badges and medallions (parcel) £50-80

340.
Two helmet plates, for West Riding
and REME, together with a selection of
various cap badges, to include 9th Lancers,
Royal Horse Artillery, King Edwards Horse,
Engineer Volunteer, Kings Dragoon Guards,
Tank Corps and more (parcel)
£60-80
341.
A selection of British and Overseas
cap and cloth badges, comprising Royal New
Zealand Army Logistics Corps, Danish Train
Regiment, Royal Armoured Corps, Danish
Signallers, 10th Princess Mary’s Own and
more (parcel) £40-60
342.
An assortment of British cap badges
and plates, including Argyll and Sutherland,
Kings Scottish Borderers Own, The Royal Scots,
Liverpool Scottish Cameron and more, plus
two Birmingham Police helmet badges (parcel)
£60-80
343.
A large collection of cloth and metal
badges, to include Heavy Cavalry Cambrai
band, Light Cavalry, The Queens Own Hussars,
Desert Rats, Marines and many more, bullion,
cloth examples plus medal ribbons (parcel)
£80-120

344.
An assortment of British cap
badges, comprising North Irish Horse, Kings
Dragoon Guards, 7th Dragoon Guards, Queens
Own Worcestershire Hussars, Military Foot
police and more (parcel) £200-250
345.
A selection of WWII
Czechoslovakian badges, 1940 Pesi Pluk, Field
Ambulance, Czechoslovak Arm badge, Free
Czech and more (7) £80-120
346.
A small selection of various
buttons and badges, including Red Cross, The
Wiltshire Regiment and Surrey, various ages
(parcel) £30-50
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Lot 355

347.
A 6th Airborne Division WWII
medal group, awarded to C.W.H Moss,
comprising Defence, War, France and
Germany Star and 1939-1945 Star, all with
original sleeves, list and cardboard box of
issue (parcel) £50-80

350.
A WWI Mercantile Marine War
medal group, with British War medal,
awarded to Francesco Severgnini (2) £40-60

351.
A Royal Leicestershire Regiment
Crimea Medal, with Sebastopol clasp,
awarded to Private Marvan £80-120
348.
5th Lancers Father and Son medal
groups, Egypt 1882-89 medal with two clasps
(Abu Klea and The Nile 1884-85) and Khedive
Star, awarded to 2089 Alfred Saunders from
Salisbury, Wiltshire, born 1859, he enlisted
into the 5th Lancers in 1879, seeing action
as a volunteer against the Mahdi’s Dervishes
with 5th Royal Irish Lancers as part of the
Camel Corps at Abu Klea, also a WWII 14 Star
trio awarded to his son 5016 Alfred Ernest
Saunders born 1893 in Salisbury, originally
Serving in the Royal West Kents (#8259) went
on to fight in France with the 5th Lancers
in August 1914, later transferring to the
Machine Gun Corps as a Signaller in 1917, (renumbered 105015), killed in action on 26th
October 1917 the opening day of the second
battle of Passchendaele serving with the
206th Company MGC. also in the lot a WWII
War medal (6) £600-800
349.
A Queen Elizabeth II Imperial
Service medal, awarded to James Lewis
Claridge, in original box of issue, with spare
ribbon in paper bag, together with King
George V and Queen Mary Silver Jubilee
medallion, a Southend-on-Sea Education
Committee medallion and a collection of
British and World Coinage, including an
1887 half crown (EF), a Victorian Crown and
more(parcel) £40-60

352.
A WWI Royal Naval Volunteer
Reserves duo, awarded to Signalman John
William Pryor Grinonneau (B.Z 10928),
together with an Army Ordnance Corps
1914-15 Star awarded to Corporal Joseph
H Edwards (04115), plus a Brothers in Unity
medallion on chain (4) £40-60

353.
A WWI South Staffordshire
Regiment duo, awarded to Private Harry
Chorlton (203027), complete with his
Memorial Plaque £100-120

355.
A 4th Light Dragoons Crimea
Medal, having Sebastopol clasp, awarded to D
Bevan, together with a collection of late 1850s
ambrotypes, some loose and some cased,
various sizes from 9th plate to 1/4 plate,
including an image of a Dragoon Trooper in
uniform stood next to a saddles horse, a sailor
of the Royal Navy, in blue jacket uniform,
tinted and highlighted, together with others of
various family members, various conditions,
AF £200-300
356.
An interesting family medal group
and ephemera, Private Thomas Harold Wedge
of the Machine Gun Corps (59997), medals
and badges, KIA, together with Charles
Wedge’s WWII medals, photograph and
paperwork, killed in active service, Normandy
Landings 1944, and ephemera for Thomas
Richard Wedge, RAF Militia, while serving in
the RAF a letter was sent by Henry Meadows
Ltd to the Wing Commander asking for
Thomas Wedge to be discharged so that he
could return to Henry Meadow to help with
the manufacturing of engines and gearboxes
for the British tanks, a collection of various
ephemera, badges and more in this lot
(parcel) £200-300
357.
A Military Commander of the Order
of the British Empire medal group, awarded
to Brigadier G Baxter, Director of the Army
Catering Corps, comprising CBE in box, WWII
Defence, War, General Service with Malaya
clasp and Jubilee 1977 medal and miniatures,
complete with letters from Military Secretary
about appointment with the Queen, various
photographs, and a Limited Edition 1/1
sketchbook given to him upon his retirement.
(parcel) £600-800

354.
A Royal Air Force Air Mechanic
1st Class WWI duo, awarded to P.G Bishop
(69598), later becoming Clerk 1st Class,
medals comprising Victory and War, complete
with cardboard boxes of issue (4) £40-60
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Lot 372

358.
An interesting Royal Naval
WWI and WWII medal group, awarded
to Lieutenant Commander Christopher. H.
Philips, comprising 1914-15 Star, War, Victory
WWII War and Defence, plus miniature,
also another set of miniatures, (WWI trio),
the War medal having 7 clasps, plus a large
collection of ephemera, including his log from
HMS Eclipse dated 1901-02, his Journal of
HMS Eclipse with added coloured schismatic
drawerings and maps, a large collection of
correspondence and certificates, original plan
of anchorage, two personal black and white
photograph albums of family life and life at
sea, plus loose photographs, a silver plated
presentation tray, also various other items
that he owns, miniatures, lacquered boxes
and more (parcel) £800-1000

370.
A group of five overseas helmets, to
include a Swedish M21/18, with metal decal
to front and two painted to either side, a
General Use Mark 7 with numerous markings
to inner, a Marte I also with numerous
markings, a South African M87 by SAPHI, plus
a riot helmet, all having liners (5) £60-100

359.
A WWII medal group, comprising
Defence (AF), War, Pacific Star, Atlantic Star
and 1939-45 Star, with original box of issue to
a Mr R.W.N Overton, plus a 1902 Crown
£40-60
360.
A Naval Egypt 1882 medal, awarded
to Private Richard Padband (436) HMS Orion,
possibly Royal Marines Light Infantry, together
with a WWI miniature trio, and a WWII group
awarded to Terry Taylor, comprising 1939-45
Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, Pacific
Star with Burma Clasp and War medal (parcel)
£100-150
361.
A 1980s Royal Engineers uniform
with brown leather belt, together with a
beret, a selection of badges and buttons, plus
four Royal Engineers Rifle Association medals
(parcel) £50-80
362.
A WWII British Air Defence
Zuckerman helmet, by Rubery Owen & Co,
dated 41, complete with liner £20-30

364.
A German M38 Fallschirmjager
paratrooper’s helmet, marked ET71 and 74 to
inner, having remnants of the eagle decal to
the side complete with liner and chin strap, AF
£250-350
365.
An assortment of police uniforms
and badges, including a J Compton, Sons &
Webb Ltd cape, Thames Valley Police jumps,
jacket, High Vis, Collar Titles, side cap and
more (parcel)
£50-80
366.
An antique Persian section of
helmet chain mail, together with a Sikh iron
helmet decoration and two throwing rings
(parcel) £60-100
367.
A Kosmos Sixta Uniform jacket,
having bullion stitched name and design,
together with a peak cap, having VB winged
badge with lightning to front, possibly to do
with public transport on the continent (2)
£30-50

363.
A WWII German Heer single decal
M42 helmet, having eagle and swastika decal
to one side, in black, leather liner marked 56
with leather chin strap, helmet stamped kp64
and 4923 £500-600
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368.
A British Mk7 Combat helmet, the
kevlar helmet complete with camo cover,
together with two British GS Mk6 with desert
camo cover, plus a British Tactical Ballistics
helmet, having green Union Flag badges to
either side, all with liners and chin straps
£50-80

371.
An American military helmet,
having liner with double US Armoured Division
decals, together with a Canadian Armed
Forces CG634 Kevlar helmet, plus another AF
(3) £40-60
372.
A WWI German M16 helmet, having
faded painted camo design, stamped BF62 to
inside, remanence of hand painted personnel
detail to inner back, complete with original
liner and chin strap, AF £200-300
373.
A collection of World helmets, to
include an F6 Defender, Soviet Ssh40, Swiss
model 18/43, a Swedish M1990 (Hjalm 90),
plus another in black with a visor (5) £80-120
374.
A WWII British Dispatch Riders
helmet, marked BMB and dated 1942 to the
leather liner, complete with chin strap £60-80
375.
A selection of East German hats,
including visor caps and side caps, plus a belt,
a British helmet and a selection of various cap
badges and buttons (parcel) £30-40

369.
A reproduction German double
decal M42 Helmet, having late SS decal,
marked 2971 to inside, with later liner
£40-60
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Lot 388

376.
A pair of WWII period boots, the
bodies made of leather with buckle to upper
heel, the soul of the boot made of wood, with
layers of material nailed to the underside
£60-80
377.
A collection of six World steel
helmets, including a possible French Combat
helmet, most having liners, maybe later liners,
one with camo cover (6) £70-100
378.
A tank driver’s Bump helmet,
together with a selection of five other
helmets, comprising of a Russian example,
some possible tank drivers/operators, various
ages, liners of various ages (6) £70-100

383.
Six Overseas steel helmets,
including Russian, Polish etc, one possibly a
prototype, having comb to the top, all having
liners, three possibly original (6) £60-100

388.
A WWI US Army Model 2
Experimental steel helmet, produced 1917,
with approximately 2000 made, the medieval
style helmet having partial liner and strap
£300-500

384.
Four military steel helmets, one
marked M15, one possibly a Spanish example
and two others, all having liners, some later
(4) £50-100

379.
A reproduction WWI German M18
helmet, having painted cut out camouflage,
later three piece leather liner £40-60
380.
A group of five 1970s and later
helmets, including a dispatch riders, a Swiss
example, most having camo covers, complete
with spare camo covers (parcel) £60-100

385.
A WWI period US experimental
steel helmet, marked to the leather liner
‘Leatherwear **** America, ****** New
York’, with part liner and chin strap, AF
£200-300
386.
Three US style steel helmets,
together with three liners (6) £50-80

381.
A pair of WWII period , the leather
with stitched together construction, with
two buckles to the side of the boot, wooden
sole, marked SiP 001 size 10 to the bottom,
the sole nailed to the leather, also with metal
attachment to sole (2) £60-80

389.
A Queen Elizabeth II period spike
helmet by Compton Webb Headdress Ltd,
possibly a Bandsman’s, having large brass
helmet plate to front with motto ‘Honi Soit
Qui Mal Y Pense’ and plain centre £150-200
390.
An assortment of American Civil
War Reference books, from History of to
Weapons, to include Gunsmoke and Saddle
Leather by Charles G. Worman, Civil War
Guns by William B Edwards, Weapons of the
Civil War By Ian V. Hogg, Civil War Collector’s
Encyclopaedia by Francis A. Lord and more
(parcel) £60-100
391.
A large collection of Rifle reference
books, including Winchester by Harold F.
Williams, Mauser Bolt Rifles by Ludwig Olson
Third Edition, The Lewis Gun by J David Truby,
The Gatling Gun by Paul Wahl & Don Toppel
and many more (parcel) £80-120

382.
A Spanish M21 steel helmet, having
three piece leather liner and chin strap,
together with a Spanish M26/43, also with
three piece leather liner and chin strap, plus a
later Spanish German style steel helmet with
later liner (3) £100-150

392.
A collection of handgun/revolver
reference books, comprising American,
387.
A US Navy Mark II Talker Flak
British & Continental Pepperbox Firearms by
helmet, marked USN, together with a set of
Jack Dunlap, The History of the Colt Revolver
‘Big Cans’ head set and chest microphone,
by Charles T.Haven & Frank A. Belden,
Headset M1-2045-E, serial 330888 (parcel)
Repeating and Multi-Fire Weapons by Gerald
£300-500
Prenderghast and many more (parcel)
£80-120 Price
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393.
A large collection of World Bayonet
and Sword defence books, to include Swords
of the British Army by Brian Robson, The Arts
of the Japanese Sword by B. W. Robinson,
Fighting Knives by Frederick J Stephens, Edge
Weapons by Frederick Wilkinson, Bayonet Belt
Frogs Part 1 & 2 by Anthony Carter and more
(parcel) £80-120

405.
A collection of Military Aircraft
and Aviation books, including some signed
examples, signed by writers, illustrators,
and producers, including D.A Russell, W.F
Hepworth, Henri Hegener and more (parcel)
£50-100
406.
An assortment of World Bayonet
books, to include Blades and Barrels by H.
Gordon Frost, British Military Bayonets by
R.J Wilkinson Latham, German Sidearms and
Bayonets 1740-1945 by Klaus Lubbe and more
(parcel) £30-50
399.
The Best of U.S Military Knives
Bayonets and Machetes by M.H Cole, edited
by Michael W. Silvey, hardback (1) £100-120

394.
A selection of Revolver and
Handgun Reference books, including The
English Revolver by George Prescott, The
Mauser Self Loading Pistol by James N. Belford
and Jack Dunlap, The Arms & Armour Series,
Revolving Arms by A.W.F Taylerson, Pistol
and Revolver Cartridges by Henry P. White &
Burton D. Munhall, revised by Ray Bearse and
more (parcel) £60-100

400.
The Collection of US Military Knives
by M.H Cole, book 1 and 2, book 2 being 1st
edition (2) £80-120

401.
The Collector’s Book of German
Bayonets by Roy Williams, Volumes 1 &
2, complete with The Collector’s Guide to
German Bayonet Frogs also by Roy Williams
(3) £40-50

395.
Bayonets of the World by Paul
Kiesling, four hardback reference volumes,
having text and diagrams for world bayonet
identification (4) £70-100

402.
The American Bayonet 17761964 by Albert N. Hardin Jr, together with
American Knives, The First History and
Collector’s Guide by Harold L. Peterson (2)
£40-50

407.
A collection of Commando and
Fighting knife books, comprising The
Fairbairn-Sykes and other Commando Fighting
knives by Ron Flook, Allied Military Fighting
Knives by Robert A. Buerlein, Wilkinson
and the F.S. Fighting knive 2nd Edition by
Robert Wilkinson-Latham, Commandos and
Rangers of World War II by James Ladd, and
Commando Dagger by Leroy Thompson (5)
£40-60

408.
The Bowie Knife by Norm
Flayderman, Unsheathing an American
Legend, hardback with sleeve (1)
£30-50
409.
A Belgian M1916-35 bayonet and
scabbard, having serial number 2019, the
scabbard has no serial £40-60

396.
A group of handgun reference
books, comprising ‘51 Colt Navies by Nathan
L. Swayze, The Government Models by William
H. D. Goddard, Handguns of the World by
Edward C. Ezell, Webley & Scott Automatic
Pistols by Gordon Bruce, and The Browning
High Power Automatic Pistol by R Blake
Stevens (5) £100-120
397.
Five Volumes of Prussian-German
sidearms 1807-1945 by Rudiger W.A Franz,
(preußisch-deutsche seitengewehre), all
hardback (5) £70-100
398.
A selection of German blade
reference books, comprising German Combat
Knives 1914-45 by Christian Mery, German
Ersatz Bayonets by Anthony Carter, Edged
Weapon Accouterments of Germany 18001945 by Heinrich Kreutz and more (parcel)
£80-120
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403.
Japanese Bayonets, The Definitive
Work on Japanese Bayonets 1870 to Present
by Larry Johnson, hardback with sleeve (1)
£120-180
404.
Hitler’s Mein Kampf, in English,
published by Hutchinson & Co, together with
The Waffen SS, Hitler’s Elite Guard at War
1939-45 by George H. Stein (2) £60-80

410.
An 18th Century Officer’s
Mameluke, having engraved blade, possible
reads ‘No Me Saques Sin Rason No Me
Enbaines Sin Honor’ translated to ‘Do Not
Use Me Without Reason, Do Not Draw Me
Without Honour’, single fullered flatback
blade, with embossed black material and
wooden scabbard, AF £300-500
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411.
An Imperial Prussian Miner’s Sabre,
having single fullered etched blade, Crown
crossed hammers to the front, blade approx
85cm long, complete with leather and brass
scabbard, and knot £350-450
412.
A 1908/1912 pattern Cavalry
Trooper’s sword by Wilkinson, WWI issue,
sheet steel guard with dermantine grip,
complete with authentic, but not original
knot, quality and Regimental marks to the
blade, blade single fullered with flat back,
approx 89cm long £150-250

418.
A group of six Swiss Army knives,
including four Victorinox, one being a
Traveller, and two Wenger, most having carry
cases (6) £50-80
419.
An SS Officer’s sword, having 80cm
long blade by Solingen, complete with knot,
and belt hanger, white metal and lacquered
scabbard, AF £1000-1500
420.
A 19th Century Toledo sword stick,
having bluing single fullered 69cm long blade,
with swag etched design, heightened in gilt
£60-80

425.
Two WWI period style lances, both
having bamboo bodies, with spike to top and
metal terminal to base, both having white
flags, approx 283cm in length (2)
£50-100

413.
An 1885 Pattern Cavalry Trooper’s
sword and matching scabbard, single fullered
curved blade by Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co
Solingen, with clear quality and proof marks,
also marked WD with broad arrow and serial
numbers, complete with scabbard £150-200
414.
A 1908/1912 Pattern Cavalry
Trooper’s sword with scabbard and tack,
the blade marked SB & N Ltd, also with serial
numbers, quality and Regimental numbering,
single fullered blade with flat back, approx
89cm, with sheet steel guard and dermatine
grip, complete with scabbard and original
saddle frog £200-300

421.
A William Rodgers third pattern
Fairbairn Sykes fighting dagger, marked to the
cross guard, in homemade fitted box £50-60
422.
Six British No.4 spike bayonets, all
having scabbards, AF £30-40

415.
An 1803 Pattern Flak Officer’s/Light
Company sword, having lion head and knuckle
bow hilt bearing infantry bugle and GR cipher,
the curved flat backed single fullered 75cm
long blade with etched design and ‘BEANTE*’,
AF £400-500

426.
A WWII Chindit machete, marked
GOF 45 to the 35cm long blade, with wooden
handle, AF £30-40
427.
A Lee Enfield bayonet, converted
to a trench fighting knife, having 29.5cm long
double sided blade £30-40

416.
Six British No.4 spike bayonets, all
having scabbards, AF £30-40
417.
A Russian M1891/30 socket
bayonet, having cruciform blade, together
with a Swiss M1957 knife bayonet by W&F
plus a Bulgarian AKM Type II (3 £50-80

424.
A Medieval style Bill Hook, having
studded wooden pole, leading to shaped
metal bill, with large spike to the top, 273cm
in length £50-100

423.
A 19th Century Middle Eastern
dagger, possibly Persian, having ivory and
central white metal handle, with floral swag
design, engraved T Back style blade, together
with a Malaysian Kris (2) £80-120

428.
An original SOE push dagger, with
post war made scabbard, together with an
SOE utility knife (3) £200-300
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Lot 436

429.
An Imperial German Officer’s
Sword, having treble etched, single fullered,
curved blade, complete with steel scabbard,
AF £40-60
430.
Two Middle Eastern Talwar style
swords, together with a re-enactment style
double edged sword, having castle and
crowned lion to the cross guard (3) £60-100

436.
A French Small Sword, c.1720,
having guard decorated with helmets, stands
of arms and floral swags, rounded pommel,
triangular shaped fullered blade, wire hand
grip, missing knuckle guard, approx 80cm in
length in total, AF £150-250
437.
A 17th Century English Rapier,
having upswept and downswept quillions,
twist style guard, grip bound with wire, the
oval pommel stamped 184, 83cm long blade,
together with stiff leather and metal scabbard,
AF £250-350

443.
Three Fairbairn Sykes style fighting
knives, two by William Rodgers, the other
with an antler handle, plus a dinghy survival
knife, fighting knives all with sheaths (4)
£80-120

431.
A Medieval style Bill Hook, having
studded wooden pole, leading to shaped
metal bill, with large spike to the top, 273cm
in length £50-100

444.
An Indo Persian bone handled
dagger, with fitted homemade scabbard,
possibly from an oil can (well made), together
with another Middle Eastern knife, having
mother of pearl and hardstone handle, AF
£40-60

432.
Two late 19th/early 20th Century
Solingen foils, both marked Solingen to the
blades, one having a square blade, the other
rectangular, one missing pommel, AF (2)
£40-60
433.
A French Yataghan bayonet, dated
1874 to spine of the blade, serial number FG
81672, together with a trench T-Back bayonet,
AF (2) £40-60
434.
A 19th Century sword stick, having
67cm long square tapering blade, in bamboo
style body, with shaped top terminal £30-50

442.
An assortment of blades, including
a Solingen cut throat razor, a William Rodgers
hunting knife, British pocket folding knife, one
with deer foot handle and more (parcel)
£40-60

438.
A Georgian 52nd Cornwall
Regiment Infantry Officer’s Spadroon Sword,
having ebony grip with 52 Cornwall Regiment
brass ‘cigar band’, plain hilt and knuckle guard,
rounded flattened quillion, leading to single
edged, single fullered etched blade, decorated
with floral swags and arms, blade approx
75cm long, complete with steel scabbard
£200-300

445.
A Baker 2nd pattern Infantry Rifles
sword bayonet, marked Osborn and Gunby to
the edge of the blade, blade 58cm long
£100-120
446.
Five leather knife/dagger sheaths,
all having crowned crossed sword within
wreath emblem stamped to front, possibly
overseas Royal Regiment £40-60

439.
A Chinese short sword/Jian, having
42cm long double edged blade, with engraved
brass mounts and pommel, wooden grip,
tortoiseshell style covered wooden scabbard
also with engraved brass mounts, AF £60-100
440.
An ivory handled short sword/side
arm, having single fullered, double edged
40cm long blade, with straight quillions with
ball terminals, ivory grip and yellow metal
pommel, AF £40-60

435.
A Cut Steel Court Sword, having
etched triform fullered blade, dish guard and
D hand guard covered with marcasite beading,
81.5cm long blade, AF £70-100
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441.
Three various knives, to include
an Explora Kit knife and sheath, a German
Soldier’s side knife, marked WKC 70, and
another (3) £30-50

447.
A 19th Century Brown Bess socket
bayonet and scabbard, the triangular blade
marked R with WD and broad arrow, and
crowned E46, the socket being marked
7B1 721, complete with leather and brass
scabbard, marked WD with broad arrow and
crowned E39, the frog stud being marked
*733 £80-120
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459.
A Daystate Pulsar air rifle, serial
number NA 1072, the .22 air rifle equipped
with MTC Viper X Series scope, The Huggett
Silencer, laser sighting and fitted carry case,
plus ammunition, and rubber eye sight; YOU
MUST BE OVER 18 TO PURCHASE THIS ITEM
£600-800

448.
A 19th Century Continental sword,
possibly French, having straight 85cm long
double fullered blade, with proof marked
and inscription/makers name to the blade
(indecipherable), with wooden grip, complete
with steel scabbard (2) £80-120
449.
A 19th Century French dagger, with
African horn handle, with cruciform blade,
probably from one of the colonies, together
with a tribal blade (2) £50-80

456.
A vintage James Dixon & Sons
powder loading machine, having powder
bucket to top and tray to bottom, together
with two James Dixon & Sons 100 12 bore
cartridge trays (3) £100-150

lot 450

460.
A Spanish 12 bore single shot gun,
serial 57301, having wild boar and hunting
dogs engraved design to the side, and stag
and dogs to the other, A SHOTGUN LICENSE
WILL BE NEEDED TO BID/PURCHASE THIS LOT
£40-60

450.
A Vintage James Dixon & Sons
multiple cartridge loading machine, with tray
for 100 12 bore cartridges £100-200
451.
A James Dixon & Sons shot shell
reloading machine, having powder bucket to
top and tray to bottom £50-100
452.
Two James Dixon & Sons wooden
and brass cartridge loading trays, both
capable of fitting 100 12 bore cartridges
£60-80

457.
A 19th Century East India Company
long barrel rifle, having percussion cap action,
marked East India company and indistinctively
dated 1803, also indistinctively marked on the
lock plate ‘GO**’, barrel approx 141cm, overall
length approx 182cm, AF £150-250
458.
An India issue Lee Enfield
percussion cap rifle, serial 1143,
also with Indian markings to barrel
‘M.P.G.N.A/*-1/72-72’, marked Enfield to the
lock plate, two band design, with 78cm long
barrel, gauge approx 18mm £80-120

461.
A Webley & Scott 9mm bolt action
rifle, serial 8357, marked BNP and No3 Shot
1.75 to barrel, A SHOTGUN LICENSE WILL BE
NEEDED TO BID/PURCHASE THIS LOT
£30-50

453.
An assortment of ammunition
making trays, various gauges including .410
(qty) £100-120
454.
A Vintage James Dixon & Sons
cartridge loading machine, complete with 100
slot 12 bore tray, together with another tray
and two spare tray tops (parcel) £80-120
455.
A collection of cartridge making
equipment, including spare empty cartridges,
shot/powder catching trays, funnels and more
(parcel) £50-80

Lot 459
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462.
A .410 single shot bolt action rifle,
no serial number, various proof markings to
the side of the barrel, A SHOTGUN LICENSE
WILL BE NEEDED TO BID/PURCHASE THIS LOT
£40-60

463.
A Lincoln Over/Under 12 bore
shotgun, serial 26303, complete with fitted
leather bound carry case, with cleaning
equipment, A SHOTGUN LICENSE WILL BE
NEEDED TO BID/PURCHASE THIS LOT
£100-150

464.
A Remington Model 1100 12 bore
shotgun, having self loading action, serial
N302964V, with copy of Magazine Restriction
Certificate from the Birmingham Gun Barrel
Proof House, dated 1989, for magazine to hold
no more thaen two cartridges, A SHOTGUN
LICENSE WILL BE NEEDED TO BID/PURCHASE
THIS LOT £60-80

465.
An SKB Arms Co side by side 12
bore shotgun, model 200E-12GA-2 3/4
CHAMBER, serial S5221178, A SHOTGUN
LICENSE WILL BE NEEDED TO BID/PURCHASE
THIS LOT £40-60

466.
A vintage Challenger gun carrying
case, the brown hard cover case with foam
inserts £20-30
467.
A .22 BSA Meteor break barrel air
rifle, serial TE78727, with BSA 4x20 scope,
break barrel stuck in this position £40-60

468.
An interesting set of shotgun
cartridge markers, seven empty 12 bore
cartridges, filled with wooden markers
number 1-7, in fitted wooden box £30-50

END OF AUCTION
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The Roy Chambers Collection &
Glorious Trains
21 April

The Hornby Centenary Auction
30 June

Sold in Trains Galore for £11,000
This rare Bockholt Danish-outline locomotive made the top price in
Trains Galore on 17 and 18 December, with the whole auction realising
more than £270,000.
Our next fine train sale, Glorious Trains, already includes the superb Roy
Chambers Collection and we are taking in further entries now.
On 30 June we celebrate the Centenary of Hornby 0 Gauge with selected
fine examples and rarities collected many years ago and fresh to market
Please contact: Bob Leggett or Graham Bilbe on + 44 (0)1635 580595
or mail@specialauctionservices.com

Plenty Close, Off Hambridge Road, Newbury RG14 5RL
We have now moved to huge new premises in central Newbury

Buyers Premium with SAS & SAS LIVE: 20% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
the-saleroom.com Premium: 25% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 30% of the Hammer Price
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Paddle

Plenty Close, Off Hambridge Road NEWBURY RG14 5RL
TELEPHONE: 01635 580 595
mail@specialauctionservices.com
SA310320
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ________________________
TELEPHONE: ___________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________
IDENTIFICATION PROVIDED: ____________________ METHOD OF PAYMENT _____________
PREFERRED METHOD OF COLLECTION /DESPATCH OF PURCHASES ____________________
AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________
To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve.
The prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 20% plus Value Added Tax
together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future
auctions.
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of
my purchases is required.
SIGNED: __________________________________________ DATE: ___________________________
Lot Number

Description

Max Bid (£)

Buyers Premium 20% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 24% of the Hammer Price
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting
upon his authority. In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc.
refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their
own risk. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested
proof of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have
in place before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You
are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or
by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition
and authenticity. The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20% of the Hammer Price
if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE;
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on
the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates
that VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within
the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK.
(**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of
VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer’s
premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the
hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium
is not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash
(maximum £10,000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. We will wherever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing
and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance
cover on shipments is not automatically provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete
a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and
personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later
than 7 days following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for
or collect the Lot within this time period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in
relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is
authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the
Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out
in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction)
are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true,
please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due
and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection
of each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the
accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a
Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated
selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept
liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be
in perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any
liability for the condition of second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought
to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their
Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk
of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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